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INTRODUCTION
Within recent years the problem of how to deal
with the actual victims of unemployment, and the prevention
of lineuployment itself, has attracted a great deal more
attention on the part of thoughtful Americans than ever be-
fore. This source of human suffering has brought forth
many suggestions by economists, legislators and students of
social questions both for relief of the unemployed and for
the prevention of the disease of unemployment itself.
In the United States it has become increasingly
evident that a more satisfactory means, than were the poor,
disorganized schemes of the early years of the present de-
pression, of providing for the unemployed is imperative.
The Roosevelt administration has taken certain
necessary steps toward building an adequate scheme of unem-
ployment relief, by recognizing that the problem of cycli-
cal unemployment is national in scope and that only the
national government, with the aid of the state and local
governments, of course, is fully competent to deal with it.
Among the more important of the suggestions for
the relief of future unernployment which have been made,
none seems to have grown more in popularity than the sugges-
tion that some form of compulsory insurance legislation
should be adopted. So in August, 193^> Federal Social
'1
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2Security Bill was passed. According to this Act the Federal
Government encourages the adoption of State plans, and helps
to coordinate State unemployment agencies by a system of
Federal grant s-in-aid and the maintenance of a stronger
United States employment service.
Because of the resemblance between the unemploy-
ment insurance bills introduced in the United States and the
foreign schemes, patterned after the British scheme, it seems
essential to inquire into the experience of Great Britain to
discover the various attacks against the problems of admin-
istration that have arisen from unemployment.
Ignoring the advice of Sir Ernest Benn, a lead-
ing English publicist, to "keep away from England” when
studying unemployment, it seems advisable to discover the
successes and failures with which Great Britain has been con-
fronted in the past quarter of a century. Great Britain’s
experience can guide Americans by their inquiring into the
organization and administration, and the costs and the ef-
fectiveness of the British scheme. It is the aim of this
paper to cast some light upon the problems which we in Ameri-
ca must soon face.
( 1 ). England's Unemployed Bloc. Nations Business. Oct.
1931* P- 21-23.
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BRITISH EXPERIENCE WITH UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.
1
Compulsory unemployment insurance was first es-
tablished in Great Britain in I9II, under Part II of the
National Insurance Act of I9II. The scheme provided for by
this act represented the first attempt of any country to
test out compulsory unemployment insurance on a national
scale as a means of providing for the able-bodied unemployed!
Applied in the beginning to only a limited number of se-
lected trades, the system was broadened in I92O to cover
j
i
the greater part of the manual workers in industry. In the ii
course of its history, the scheme has passed through both
I
good and bad times. Hence, it is probable that the experi-
ence of Great Britain with unemployment insurance indicates
to some extent, at least, what may and what may not be ex-
pected from legislation of this type.
( 1 ). Compulsory unemployment insurance was tried out in
the town of St. Gaul, Switzerland, under a law passed by
the canton in 1S9^* The scheme, however, was in force only
two years and then abandoned. Its failure was mainly due to
serious defects in administration, and it cannot be said
that there was a fair test of the principles on which the
law was based. See Gibbon, I. G.
,
Unemployment Insurance.
P. S. King & Son, London (I9II). P* 33“35-
.^OKAHUaTtl IHTXW gOK^glHTilXg HSItl^g
-ae =;jsar so/i-Sii/ecri: iffL^ra^oXqnieiti; vx'oQli/qraoO
9f{t 'to II TsJbmr ,11^1 ni nlr.tirS iii b‘}>del
L
q^x
Xd lol. hehlvoTq om^doa -adT ,XX^I lo ^oA X£nni«‘’jeJI
ot ’i's^tnifoo 1:o craii'i a4it jbas’neaaaq'^T s.XrfcJ-
a iTo 90ii^T:ifeai itnsoixoXqtESiaij Yaor. Xi/CTtfiOO ^cro :?a9i’
^^exolcpisxu/ b9Xi)ocf-«Id* Bti& toI saiblvottq 'io anjssai b qb eJjsoa
-se lo lacf'TtLra .oa^i^.iX ^ xZno oX' -^ir.nl^Qd sdS aX beilqqA
1.9VOO ot OS^I ai fcanar)30'rd‘ t»w mats^a srit hstooX
erit ul .X'ltsubai aX lBis::fiSh oiit t'lBq ‘retBSTg aa't
rftocf d^aoxdt beaBBq aBcf er.sxioe adt ^xiotaXrf ati 'to ©ati/oo
-i'laqxa adt tsJt eXcfBCfoiq aX tX ,aunsH .saifiXt bBcf Xiis boc*^
aet-BoXbixX aons'rirsifX taaravolqinafu/ dtX?? nXBtX'rS’ X.sgiO lo sons
-r.a acf tois tMt? bxiB TjBfo txjxiw tB«aX ts ttristxo emoa ot
.aqvt aXrft to xxoitJElaX^aX mo'ct X)9v:;aq
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ill tiro baXTt aBw aonja-iifafrl tnam^olqinanx; YT^oalyrjEfioO .(X)
vd" b^aasg wsX b zstnu ^bxusXiestXwS . tS lo mrot 3dt
xXno oo’iol iTl Bjaf^r ,xsv0wo£l ^smsdoa s/iT .4^SX nX rrotoso orft
ot sob BBTf BtLliJSl atl .benobrtedi? nsdt Xxijb axxssY
bXBa ad toaxiBo tX bns ,x:oXtsTtalxiXiafojB xiX atostsb aooixsa
edt doidflr rro aeXqionXxq odt to tept xXbI b sjsw ©xsilt^ t^ult.
.BonBzuBal Xn^mxQlqF,?-LdX
,
.b .1 jniDdcfXO oaS .biitaacf sb?? wjsX
.q > . (IX^i^ ixobBod moQ ^ gtiX3 .8 .'^
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I. OF PROVIDING FOR IITypLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT
BEFORE THE INSURANCE ACT OF 1911.
Prior to the establishment of compulsory unem-
ployment insurance under the Act of 1911» able-bodied un-
employed workers in need of assistance were taken care of
in various ways. Trade union imemployment benefit schemes
provided a limited amount of aid to their members if they
could satisfy the established conditions. Private chari-
ty organizations and friendly societies also supplemented
other methods of relief. Toward the close of the nineteenth
century “public works" programs became increasingly popular
as a method of helping the unemployed, and the use of this
device was encouraged by Parliament in the Unemployed Work-
men Act of 1905. As a last resort, the unemployed could
appeal to the Poor Law authorities, whose fimction was to
provide for the destitute.
But by the beginning of the second decade of the
twentieth century there had been sufficient experience with
these above methods to show the friends of labor their in-
adequacy in meeting the needs of the able-bodied unenployed,
especially during periods of cyclical depression. Further-
(1). In 1906 "rather more than tvro-thirds of the organized
workmen (nearly 2,000,000) were in unions which gave some
kind of help to their unemployed members." See Hill, Arthur
C.
,
and Lubin, Isador, The British Attack on Unemployment.
The Brookings Institute, Washington, D. C. (193^)* P- 21.
? i/'
-ufrod 3T?u TKki iiTUoy:; t HO\ qi^^xai^OfLH. "io
lO TCA SO^'IAHUa'iir ¥et "
eY,k2- :
:i80’«2H
-'jBynu xtoeXi/cpoo lo tn'^rariaiXdaJ'ce sri^ oi
-cisj bsltod~^X(fj5 rXX^^X lo ^oA adJ Tefcni; son^'itfanX ^nsai^olq
lo sonfi^aXaa-e io been al a*to:lToir jbeyoXqais
8s®orfoo tXxsnecf J’aejBYcXqffisni; nclruj eJbs-xT .axas airox'xsv ni
*
Ysdv 3i5dmoB liedd' 'to ^xmofrB badrluiAl b JbebivoTq
-jt'ifirfr; siJ'Bvix'? .8BC)i J’Xjbnoo bodaiXdBd'aa arfd" Y^si^aa bXuoo
.baXn&ffiaXqqxfa oaX-3 spiXsXoos bna exioJtJXisinasxo
dXn@9Jt‘enJt/T sxlj bqcIo ejif bxBTroT ."t^lXsx lo 3i>oiid‘9;5] xsdXo
xaXaqoq 'i^^^laa&xoni scTaoed aoiBxgoTq ”a:^xc*«^r oildi/q” yxixd'i'iao
aiffd’ lo 381/ ©riX bna
,
bsYoXqiire/u/ erfit gtiiqXsd lo borfXsin a aa
V
,-xToW bayoXqaisxtU f^a'd- nX da'-i.^Vi ilia^ yd oolveb
tZuoo bf^-’iclq^asau 9di
,
d’XoosT taaX a aA .^C'/PX to X?A neia
ot aaw noxdoraj'i aao/fw ..^gXiTixodd-i/a vv-aJ xoo^i o& Xasqqa
• edx/otXasb 3/ld xol sbXvoxq
odd 'lo sbaos.b bnooaa ©dd 'to aiiirraXascf ©dd yd dx/S
ddXw ooneiTsqz© dnsXoXtlx/g nasd bad axorid yxxrdneo ddsidcrov/d
-jtX xtsdd xcdaX lo abneXxX ©dd wodo od aboddain svoda ©asdd
jbayoXqifl©*':// baXbod-sIcfa sdd lo aboea add ^nitaacz itX yoaupeba
“XaddTJL'*! .xioiaes'xqajb laolXoyo lo aboixeq gnXxxrb ylXaJtoS'qaa
1
bssxaagxo add lo abxidd-oT'-d qsdd aiom xaddax” ^O^X nl .{!)
amo3 8V8§ doxdw aciaJimj :ii axaw (000,000,3 yXiaan) .xao3:?vxo¥
xi/ddxA ,XIxH aaS “.axadr-om beyoXqEfisaxr Ti©dd od qXad lo baX>I
. dnatuyoXqmonU no ::ioaidA daXdXxa adT ,xobaaI ,qld0j bna
,
.0
IS ,q .D .0 , /lodsnXdaaW ,adodld8flI asnXjfooxa sdT
3
5 -
more, people began to realize that the forces and factors
responsible for unemployment, may under some circumstances
lie entirely outside the control of the individual worker
or employer. The doctrine that unemployment was the result
of serious defects in the economic structure was rapidly
gaining adherents, which led to a re-evaluation of the mach-
inery that had been created for coping with unemployment.
Only a fraction of the total working population
was protected by the trade union schemes which did not even
cover all of the trade union membership. Unemployment
relief through private charity and friendly societies was
Inadequate. The use of "public works" pro;jects produced dis-
appointing results to the advocates of this scheme.' '
(1)
. In 1908 there were approximately 680 unions with a mem-
bership of 1,839*000 paying xmeroployment benefits. About 350
unions with a membership of 525 * 000 , however, paid no form of
unemployment benefit. See British Experience with Unemploy-
i
ment Insurance. Monograph Seven, Part I, Metropolitan Life
I
Insurance Corrqpany Publication. (I932 ) p. 12. 1
i'
(2)
. Douglas, Paul H. and Director, Aaron. The Problem of Un-
employment. The Macmillan Company, New York. (1931)*
Paul H. Douglas, in his book "The Problem of Unenploy- |i
I'
ment," written in collaboration with Aaron Director, argues
i!
that British experience of direct payment of insurance relief
,
I
is much less wasteful than gigantic and artificially stimulated
public works, p. 485-486.
8To^osl JbfTB seoTo'i ©rfd’ »3iXJS9T oif a.^f^‘d slcfosq ,£>t:oiw
neofxjsd’arauoiclo sacoe rebtus » tiisavoXqaigm; ’tot siCfiRuocfB’?!:
'EG^it.ow lULrbivibnt Qdt to Lot&aoo sbt&^uo xl‘)T:lta^ ri£
tSif^B’t ed^ fjisw >fj^ecTYoXqfij8njJ i£d& onJiz&oob edT . TQ-^^oXciins io
Xlbiq:2T o^5?? 3iu&ctn:Ta olmortooo BdS ^.t ad’Oi^lteb ax/oii&a 'lo
-dascT arfd’ to nof.;^SiJl£VQ-^ez b oc^ t\jX dold^ 'gattitjs^
. i-ReffiicoIquyicir i^iqoo zot b^tB^zo ffseo' i>i3i(
noid’JBlJU'qoq ^aX2(^Low Xad-ot arid- "io rrold’OJS^r'i £ ylixO
C
.T'jvs ton f>Xl5 ^foXaV ajjiaerfoa acJ'-cnj adz xd botosjozci ajsw
d'miwx'oXqmfiaU ^
.
qXrfC'xscfmsai noAitir siijstft XXs I'^vod
asw aettieiooB ^ji£ sd'javliq ti^iJozdi- tsiXeT
-8jtb bsowboiq iid’oeco^q ^aifTCow ailcfi/q” to sbjj orfT .a^jpupdbsni
aXrfJ- to Ba<fJioovbB adt ot alXuaax said-nlcqqa
-fisotn 3 rfd'iw aaolnu 08^ YXad'.arnixo'iqqfl sxsw sxadd- 80PX nl .(I)
0^^ iijodk .p.Sttoiiad d’nttin^olqiaeaij -gtiixsicj OQO.^^S,! to qJtiiazed
io mxoi oa biaq ,X3Y9Wori ,000,^5? lo qXdsxedmaiu s dd'iw snoXnx/
'XoX<y39i^U dd^Jt^rr sonaiTeqx*? dald-lxS eaS .d'iisnocf j'npfaYoXonisiTX/
9lXJ nGd’iloqoxd'sH ,I ,a<?v*}S rfq«x:aorroU .uoaaxx/ani
• SI .q .rjoi:d‘JBoiIcfx/'5 vnisqinoO opjCteiirsnl
• nU lo raeXcfox'i eriT .noT3A ,xod‘09XlO oas .H Xr-55‘3 , 8bX3U0Q .(5)
.(X^^I) .jfxoY TveH ^TtnsqiaoO fuBlXliaojcM sdT . iii®6D\joIt}rti9
-'{oI<$nanU lo inslcfox*! arfT*' itoocf alrf ni ^a^I^oQ .H
,xod-09Xl(I noxsA rfd'Xw iioJt J^xod^XIoo itl rieljixw “tlxxoia
IsiXsx loasziDiicit lo ^rroairuq d’ooxlb lo oofralxecpra dP.itizE dsrft
.
sd-JsXjLxrKl^B ’'{IX3ioilXd-x£ boB tiBdi LutaiBBn aaaX doim nl
.
.q .eafxov? ollduq
V
f
6 .
It was assumed that the type of unemployed worker for whom
public works would furnish work was the type only temporari-
ly out of employment in private industry. Insufficient
attention was paid to the problem of chronic under-employment
among men who were never in steady employment, with the re-
sult that public works tended to become permanent undertak-
ings rather than tenqporary expedients. Furthermore, al-
though in principle it was accepted that the rates of pay
on public enterprises should be lower than those of the in-
dependent worker so as to encourage the return to private
industry, it was soon discovered that some men preferred the
irregular employment, the lower wage, and the lax standards
on these public works enterprises to regular employment in
industry. This difficulty was destined to exist as long as
the wages of the least skilled Independent workers were so
low that scales of wages on relief projects, sponsored by a
public body charged with the welfare and protection of its
citizens could not be set any lower and still provide sub-
(1). The Royal Commission on Poor Laws and Relief Distress
of 1905 in their report said, "The evidence we have collected
seems conclusive that relief works are economically useless.
Either ordinary work is undertaken, in which case it is mere-
ly forestalled, or else it is sham work which we believe to
be even more deteriorating than direct relief." As quoted
by Beveridge, Sir William H., Unemployment, A Problem of
Industry. Longmans, Green & Co.
,
New York, 1930* P* ^57 •
iiTorf>^’ Tol rsil'iovf b^^y:o£qm9niS to ogv^ erit &Bdt JS)9mij«8s 8js?f SI
-ii-s'ioqraet ylno eqxt exit 3 j3w sftovr dalfiTut Mijow s^fiow ollduq
ouelolAlL'onl ,^x^&x/ijax d^Bviirq xii d'a^in^jolcsna to tuo yX
tii9£«YoX<|rrTS-xebni; oiaoido to nioXcfoTq edS o& bi-aq e^9f nolSiieSSn
-9x sdS djlw
,
taoinYoX(pi9 nl 'lav^'H oxer orfv? aeof ^nofajs
tfisqjffixoq osftOoscf ot hi>baBi a^xow oxXd’ixq tsdt tXira
-Xs ^exocaTsrftxjj'i ^^K-jSmibeqr.^ xorftax
to as^^x 9rft a3/it botqaoojs aaw xi elqionizq al d-gaodS
-rti -)£ii to osorfX xsxft towoX Oljjoxfa aoaixqiaXns otXdi/q no
aXiSvixq oX rrxi/Xcx oxfX o3J3TijoOi£9 ox ajs oa ts^I'xdw XnobnoqaJb
orfX .baxxotoTq noa oaioa XsrfX boi^vooaii) aooa a.sw Xi .Yxtaxribni
ai>tfi.bn^Xf< tsiit bns X9woX o/lX ,Xii9iifY0lq:n9 x^XinQ^#xii
nX Xfia/nYoXqrna TaXt/^ax oX aeaxxxrx^Xno ax'xow oXIcfjxq aaa^iX no
aa 3noX Xalxs ox ooniXeor^ s/jiv YtXnoittlO airfT .^Xai/Oni:
oa 3T&W on^sfiow Xnabnaq^bnl baXXi^fe X8J3€)X arfX to asgfjw odX
^ oexoanoqa ,eXoo(;o'xq iaiX^'i no ssgsw to asl^oa xanX woX
ati to noiXooXoTq bas 9*£3tX9w silX dXiw vgs^i.erfo olXcfuq
-du^j 5t>ivoxq IX Isa ba£i xawol x^i-s tsa acf Xon bXooo ansslXio
aaoxXeiQ tsiloH biui awsj xoo^ no noxasimflioO XsxoH edT .\X)
boXo&XIoo ovn/l ev oonsOlvo oiiT” ,bi3a Xioq^i 'Xi^ilX ni ^O^X to
.aaoXaaxr xXX<aoiiaofl009 9'is aixow teiXan X^X svi'^.xfXonoo aarb^a
-eiofo ai XI oaxio xioldw xit ^n^aJaXxooni/ at 3(tov x-uanibio ledSiT
ox ovexXocf 0¥ rfoliiw aixow csjarLe at Xi oaXs no ^osXIsXa.o'Sot xX
boXojxp aA ".tdxXsic Xoo'xJto iierlX 3niXjaxoXxoXaXi axom nsxo ecf
to meXcfox‘1 A « XnsraxtjXqsxsnU , .H raJSillxV? ziS .o^bt'isxeE x<X
•<! .0^^‘X ,3fxoy wsU f .oO :& fisoxO .enSflsgaoJ .xxtax/bnl
sistence .
^
Appeal to the Poor Relief Authorities was usual-
ly the last resort of the unen5)loyed because of the social
( p)
stigma attached to the recipient of such aid,' ' and the in-
adequacy of the amounts granted by the administrators of the
Poor Law, the local Board of Guardians. From the viewpoint
of the friends of the unemployed, this method of relief was
considered unsatisfactory for several reasons which will be
summarized here. First, the existing law assumed that the
individual should be responsible for himself and those le-
gally dependent upon him, and that any able-bodied person
willing to work would be able to obtain work at a wage suf-
ficient for his needs. However, with the turn of the twenti-
(1)
. See Hohman, Helen F. The Development of Social Insur-
ance and Minimum Wage Legislation in Great Britain. Houghton,
Mifflin Co., New York. (1933). P* 212-214.
(2)
. Since the economic condition of independent laborers was
frequently little or no better than those who received public
relief, a distinction was made between the two by putting a
public stigma upon the recipients of relief. The relieved per-
son suffered loss of reputation and disenfranchisement, and
was required as a condition of relief to perform arduous la-
bor during detention in a workhouse. Hill & Lubin, The Bri-
tish Attack on Unenployment Insurance, p. 17-lS.
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eth century, the notion that unercployment was due not so much
to the fault of the individual, but to defects in the econom-
ic structure, was rapidly gaining ascendancy. Second, the
principle of the Poor Law, that the condition under which the
able-bodied poor were relieved should be lees desirable than
those which the lowest paid independent workers could main-
tain for themselves, was, of course, unacceptable to those
who stressed the impersonal nature of the forces responsible
for unemployment. In the third place, the administrators of
the Poor Law paid little attention to the problem of reha-
bilitating the unemployed in order that they might again re-
turn to private industry. And finally, it was emphasized
that responsibility for the care of the able-bodied unem-
ployed should be assumed, in part at least, by the national
government, rather than the local government, as under the
Poor Law. ^ ^
^
As a result of the inadequacy of the existing
methods of dealing with the unemployed, a Royal Commission
was appointed in I905 to inquire into the operation of the
Poor Laws throughout the Kingdom, and consider various means,
outside the Poor Laws, which might be effective in meeting
unenployment distress. This Commission, with respect to the
relief of the able-bodied unemployed, recommended the follow-
ing measures: (1) the establishment of a national system of
(1). Summarized from Hohman, Helen F.
,
Op. cit. p. 190-19^-
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labor exchanges to assist the “place” and "trade mobility"
of labor: (2) efforts by government departments and local
authorities to regularize employment: (3) the education and
training of the young for industrial life: (^) the establish-
ment of state-subsidized unemployment insurance, especially
among unskilled and unorganized branches of labor.
A general scheme for compulsory unemployment in-
surance was not recommended by this Royal Commission. The
Commission preferred the method of encouraging voluntary un-
employment insurance by means of government subsidies. The
Minority Report of the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws and
Relief of Distress (London, I909) with respect to compulsory
xiniversal unemployment insurance said, "we cannot see that
the universal and compulsory union of all employers and all
the workmen in an insurance fund, even with government aid,
( 2 )is either practicable or desirable."' Contrary to the Com-
mission's recommendations, as we shall later see, the gov-
ernment was convinced that compulsory insurance was the only
effective instrument for assisting the \inemployed.
The Reports of the Poor Law Commission were signed
on February 4, I909, and within four months (May 20, I909)
(1)
. From Hill & Lubin. The British Attack on Unenployment
|
Insurance, p. 25-32, and from British Experience With Unem-
ployment Insurance, Monograph Seven, Metropolitan Life In-
surance Company (I932). p. IS.
(2)
. Monograph VII. p. 19.
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Mr. Winston Churchill, as Secretary of the Board of Trade,
laid before Parliament the proposal of the government for
establishing a national system of Labor Exchanges under the
Board of Trade, and on December l6, I9II, a scheme of com-
pulsory Insurance against unemployment was provided for.
The Labor Exchange Bill became law on September 20
,
1909 »
sixty-one labor exchanges began operation on February 1
,
I910.
The number grew until by 1913> when unemployment insurance
was in force, 430 labor exchanges and 1,066 small branch
agencies were in operation. The compulsory insurance scheme
was adopted later as Part II of the National Insurance Act
of 1911. Payment of contributions under this act began on
July 15, 1912, and benefits became payable on June I5, 1913.^^
If we assume that the views of Sir William
( 2 )Beveridge were important in the framing of the Act of I9II,' '
and there seems to be considerable evidence to support this
assumption, an examination of his views should give us a
clearer picture of the theory of unemployment on which the
scheme was based. Sir William Beveridge, prior to the Re-
port of the Poor Law Commission, published a book, "Unem-
ployment; A Problem of Industry," in which he analyzed the
(1)
. See Beveridge, Sir William, Unemployment; A Problem
of Industry, p. 262.
(2)
. The views of Sir Hubert Smith, corresponding with those
of Sir William Beveridge, were also later incorporated in the
1911 Act. See Beveridge, W. H. Ibid, p. 265-266.
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causes of unemployment and set forth his argument for insur-
ance. His idea was, that although unenployment could not be
entirely prevented, a considerable part of it could be elimi-
nated if the labor market were thoroughly organized by means
of a system of labor exchangee, thus adjusting demand and
stqpply.^^^ Further measures, however, would still be needed.
Unen^loyment itself must be accepted as in some degree inevi-
table; therefore, it must suffice to aim at preventing, not
unemployment itself, but the distress which it involves. He
suggested the unerrployed could be provided for by two mea-
sures; 1. elasticity of working hours, 2. by insurance a-
gainst unemployment .
^
(1)
. See Beveridge, W. H. Op. cit. p. 215-216.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 219-234 .
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II. A SUMMARY OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT OF 1911.
The Act provided for compulsory insurance against
, unemployment for slightly over two million people in the in-
dustries which were most exposed to cyclical and seasonal
fluctuations Building, Construction of Public Works,
Shipbuilding, Mechanical Engineering, Iron Foundry, Construc-
tion of Vehicles, and certain kinds of Saw-railling. Workmen
in the above trades were required to have an ” employment
book,” given to the employer while in employment. For each
week of employment the employer affixed a 5 d. insurance
stamp, deducting half the value from the workmen’s wages.
This was supplemented by 1-2/3 ‘^^6 state. Benefits
were 7 s* per week. Certain statutory conditions were creat-
ed against "bad risks." First, no one could receive benefit
who had not been enployed as a workman in an insured trade at
least half of the time in each of the preceding five years.
Second, the period of benefit was made proportionate to the
number of contributions, the ratio being one week of bene-
fit for every five contributions paid. Third, a maximum of
fifteen weeks of benefit could be drawn in any one year. Four-
th, claims for benefits were tested wherever possible by the
offer of a job by the employment exchange system. Another
( 1 ). Workmen were further disqualified for benefit if unem-
ployment was due, (lO to a trade dispute, or (2 ) through mis-
conduct or leaving voluntarily without just cause.
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provision of the Insurance Act of I9II permitted the workmen,
already members of a trade union insurance association, to
draw their State benefit as well as their association benefit
through their association and not directly from a labor ex-
change. The State, further encouraging trade union voluntary
associations, undertook to repay to approved associations of
workmen, one-sixth of any unemployment benefit paid by them
to their members out of their own resources.
u.nsntjfTOT? sdt Jb;.- Il^i lo ^dA sonSTi/etrl lo m-leivo'iq
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III. EARLY EXPERIENCE OF THE 1911 SCHEME.
The Unemployment Act of I9II covering the workers
in the seven trades previously mentioned went into effect on
July 15, 1912, and benefits became payable six months later,
thus allowing time for contributions to acc\imulate. As it
turned out the Act was inaugurated under unusually favorable
employment conditions, and by August, 1914
,
a surplus of
£3,1^5,000 had been accumulated in the insurance fund.^^^
The actual number of insured people proved to be
( 1 ). It has been suggested by one prominent author, that the
favorable financial position of the unemployment fxmd at the
outbreak of the war is partly to be attributed to the limita-
tion of the scheme to seven 'craft' industries and the conse-
quent exclusion of the lower grades of labor among whom \mem-
ployment is more prevalent. See Davison, Ronald C., The Un-
employed, Longmans, Green & Co., New York. (I929). p. SO.
Success of the I9II act also was due to the fact that
from 1913-1920 registered unemployment was much lower than the
S .6 percent estimated.*
1913 -
1914 -
3.6 1917 - 0.6
4.2 191g “ 0.7
1915 - 1.2 1919 - 5*3
1916 - 0.6 1920 - 5.0
I
Op. cit. p. 212 .See Hill, Arthur C., and Lubin, leader.
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below expectation because of an over-estimate of the increase '
of workers in the building trades, making two and a quarter
millions compulsory insured instead of the expected two and
one half millions. The records show that one out of every
four men in the insured trades became \ineraployed at some time
or other in the insurance year 1913”191^» s-nd that there was
one claim of every two insured persons. The workers in the
insured trades covered by trade union unemployment insurance
increased in number in the pre-war period, showing that the
compulsory scheme could be introduced without destroying vol-
untary insurance schemes. The Director of Labor Exchanges in
1913 said, ” Compulsory state insurance against unemployment
in scheduled trades appears to be administratively practicable.
No insoluble difficulties have presented themselves as regards
the definition and test of unemployment It is at least '
possible to look forward to the next depression from a new
standpoint. The depression that must come in due course will
( 2 ) I
not find the country wholly unprepared.”' '
(1)
. Most of the claimants remained out of work for a very
short period: 24^ found work in the first week or 'waiting
period'; 17^ were disqualified. See Beveridge, Sir William.
Unemployment; a Problem of Industry, p. 27I.
( 2
)
. Beveridge, W. H. Ibid. p. 272 .
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IV. THE ACT OF 1916 .
In place of the trade depression there came the
World War. During the war the problem was not unemployment,
but finding men for en5)loyment. After the war had been in
progress for two years it became apparent that some provi-
sion must be made for the workers who would no longer be need-
ed in the munitions trades with the termination of war. So,
in 1916
,
the insurance scheme was extended to include all
munitions workers in trades not already insured and also the
workers of certain other industries, mainly metals, chemicals,
leather, rubber, ammiinitions. The Act increased the num-
ber of compulsory insured by about 1,250,000 persons, mostly
women, bringing the total to about 4,000,000 in I9IS. The
opposition of employers and workers en;joying prosperity at
that time kept the other important industries from being in-
cluded in the scheme. ( 3 )
(1)
. Munition Workers’ Insurance Act - I916 .
(2)
. Gilson, M. B.
,
Unemployment Insurance in Great Britain,
Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., New York. (I93I).
(3)
* EnQjloyers and workers in the boot and shoe trade, in
the woolen industry, and the cotton trade demanded exclusion.
See Beveridge, Sir William. Unemployment Insurance in the
War and After. (I927 ). p. 233» The Past and Present of
Unemployment Insurance (1930)‘ P* 15*
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V. OUT OF WORK DONATION SCHEMES.
After the signing of the armistice the British
j
I
Government launched two donation schemes to care for those
!
I
ex-soldiers and workers who must necessarily face unecqploy-
ment as a result of post war re-adjustments. The ex-service
j
scheme, which gave all non-commissioned soldiers a free poli-
cy of unemployment insurance on demobilization, worked satis-
factorily from 19IS-I92I. But the civilian scheme, which in-
cluded all workers over fifteen, even including those in
agricultural and private domestic service, was hastily drawn
up and hurriedly put into operation. It was subject to a
great deal of adverse criticism which damaged the whole prin-
ciple of insurance.
The benefits under both schemes were made payable
beginning December 5, 191 ^* Men were allowed 29 s. a week
and women 25 s. , in addition 6 s. was allowed for the first
child and 3 s. for each additional child in the family. Later
(2 1the rates were lowered to 20 s. for men and I5 s. for women. '
( 1
)
. The root of the difficulty lies in the fact that no sat-
isfactory definition of those entitled to benefit was possible.,
and many questionable unemployed harvested the benefit, not as
the result of failure of administration, but because under the
scheme they were fully entitled to benefit. See Beveridge,
W. H. The Past and the Present of Unemployment Insurance. p.Kii.
( 2
)
. Gilson, M. B. Unemployment Insurance in Great Britain.
P- 45.
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The schemes were administered by the Labor Exchanges and do-
|
nations were given, subject to much the same conditions as
|
those governing the receipt of unemployment insurance bene-
fits.
These out of work donation schemes, designed to
meet the discontent arising during the transition from war to
peace conditions, have often been confused with bona fide un-
employment benefits based on contributions. As a matter of
fact the insurance scheme was largely suspended while these
schemes were in operation, since the ’doles' were larger than
the benefits paid by the insurance system and were preferred,
therefore, to the insurance payments. Subsequent investiga-
tions by the Ministry of Labor investigating commission into
|
I
the alleged abuses of the out-of-work donation schemes, failed
I
to substantiate the wide-spread criticism of them. But the i
indiscriminate use of the term 'dole' in connection with 'bona
fide' insurance has undoubtedly done a great deal to create a i
false impression of unemployment insurance both in England and
( 2 )in other countries.' '
Donations to civilians were discontinued in November
,
1919 » those for ex-service men in March, 1921. Although
the rate of unemployment was only about five percent in the
years I919 and 1920, over £60,000,000 were distributed to the
(1)
. Davison, R. C. The Unemployed, p. 83*
(2)
. Gilson, M. B. Op. cit. p. 45.
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men and women demobilized from the forces or from the war
factories. However "the main aim of the Government was to
forestall any general discontent during the period of transi-
tion, and undoubtedly this aim was achieved. "
^
The original Unemployment Insurance scheme for the
seven trades was continued, and contributions were still col-
lected, and the unernployment insurance fund at the end of I920
had a surplus of £22,000,000, the result of accumulated con-
/ p
)
tributions with scarcely any benefit claims.' ' This fiand was
transferred to the extended scheme in 1921
,
and the restricted
group to whom it actually belonged were compelled to share it ,
with the rest of the 12,000,000 workers included in the new
insurance scheme of I920 .
(1)
. Davison, R. C. Op. cit. p.
(2)
. Out-of-work donations amoiinted to 29 s. a week, as com-
pared with unemployment benefit of I5 s. Obviously no one
would draw the latter unless forced to. See Davison, R. C.
Op. cit. p. 37 .
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VI. THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT OF 1Q20.
In February, 1919 » "tbe National Industrial Confer-
ence called by Mr. Lloyd George, urgently recommended the uni-
versal extension of unemployment insurance. The Conference,
f
however, was divided on the issue of a contributory as against
a non-contributory scheme. The new insurance bill, enacted
in August, 1920, called for a continuation of the contributory
principle, an indication more, perhaps, of the opposition of
the Treasury to a non-contributory scheme, than a decision
based on the relative merits of the two schemes.
Although the Act of I920 took precedence over all
other Acte, it contained virtually the principles and essen-
tial features of the I9II Act, except for its scope. The ex-
tended system covered a total of nearly 12,000,000 workers
between the ages of seventeen and seventy. Agricultural work-
ers, private domestic servants, and certain classes of perma-
nent employees, such as civil service employees, railway men,
and non-manual workers earning more than £250 a year, were not
included.
^
The Act of 1920 also allowed industries to ”con-
(1)
. See Davison, R. C. The UnenqDloyed. p. 9^97*
(2)
. The Minister of Labor explained the exclusions on the
ground that they did not favor inclusion in the scheme because
of the relatively low rate of unemployment among them. See
Appendix I.
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tract out" of the State system and form special schemes, pro- .
I
viding the benefits paid were not less than those imder the I
i
general act. Only two industries, commercial insurance and
banking, took advantage of this provision to inaugurate their
own unemployment insurance schemes, before this privilege was
suspended in I92I.
j
In recognition of the change in price levels since
1911, the new Act provided for a higher scale of both contri-
butions and benefits. Benefits might still be drawn for a
maximum of fifteen weeks a year, but in the ratio of one bene-
fit to each six weeks of contributions, instead of five. An-
other provision reduced the waiting period from six days to
three.
A noteworthy departure of the I920 Act from the
1911 model was the abandonment of certain features of the
original scheme to prevent unemployment, namely, the refxind
to employers for maintaining continuous employment. This
provision was dropped because "it caused more trouble than
it seemed worth." The clause permitting a worker at the
age of sixty to withdraw the amount of his contribution in
excess of the amount of benefit received was included in the
j
Act of 1920, but was suspended in 1924 .
( 1 ). Beveridge, W H. Unemployment, A Problem of Industry.
p. 274.
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VII. EXPERIENCE UNDER THE ACT OF 1920 .
Although the Act of I920 had been modeled after
the 1911 Act, experience under it was greatly different be-
j
i
cause of the adverse economic conditions under which it was
put into effect. It was introduced at a period when trade
was declining, and benefits and contributions were to begin
at the same day, thus allowing no time for the building up
of reserves. Even before the start of the schemes in Novem-
ber, 1920, the number of unemployed had considerably increas-
ed, and the situation grew steadily worse "as the country
passed into the worst depression recorded in British His-
tory." With unemployment steadily increasing and with no
time to accumulate reserves, the insurance scheme of I920
never had an opportunity to test out the principles of the
I
Act of 1911, as applied to industry in general, before a mass
j
of relief legislation considerably changed some of the main
,
(1)
. When the act was passed, the number of imeraployed was
under 500»000; in two months the figure was doubled, and by
June, 1921, there were 2,000,000 wholly unemployed and also
many short time workers claiming benefit. Cohen, Percy. The
British System of Social Insurance. London. Phillips, Allen
& Co., Ltd., 1932. p. 116-117.
(2)
. Beveridge, W. H. Uneii5)loyment ; A Problem of Industry,
p. 275.
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provisions of it. ( 1 )
( 1 ). The summary of the legislation passed subsequent to the
1920 Act is intended to give only the most important changes
in the insurance laws. For a more detailed account of this
legislation see Cohn, P. Op. cit. p. 114-193 ; and Gilson,
M. B. Op. cit. p. 44-63*
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VIII. LEGISLATION SUBSEQUENT TO THE 1920 ACT .
It was soon apparent to the Government that a
strict application of the rules of the 1920 Act would per-
mit only a small proportion of the unemployed to draw bene-
fits because few had made the required number of contribu-
!
tions. To leave large masses of unemployed to the care of
|
I
the Poor Law Authorities would be no aid since the Local
Boards of Guardians were not work-finding agencies, and relief i
given by them could be less well protected from abuse than
benefit given by an Employment Exchange. Caught unprepared I
in an emergency, the Government decided to meet the relief
problem by modifying the provisions of the insurance scheme.
Accordingly an act was passed in March, 1921, which grafted
to the original scheme a new kind of benefit called "uncove-
nanted” benefit, - which might be granted under stipulated
conditions at the discretion of the Minister of Labor to those
who had exhausted their rights to standard benefits, or who
never had any right to benefit under the conditions of the
(1). It has been suggested that the government favored a-
mending the act, because the Treasury saw an opportiinity to
lighten its share of the burden if the funds in the old in-
surance scheme could be used. Davison, R. C. The Unemployed,
p. 103 .
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1920 In addition, the period during which standard
benefits could be drawn was increased from fifteen weeks a
year to sixteen weeks during a thirty-five week "special
period," and benefits were also increased. To help meet the
increased drain on the fund from these modifications, contri-
butions were increased. To meet the increase for immedi-
ate expenditure, the Unemployment Fund was given power to
borrow up to £10,000,000 from the Exchequer, a practice which
was continued for the next ten years. A second Act, July,
1921
,
extended the amount of benefit from sixteen weeks to
twenty-two weeks during a 'special period' of thirty-five weekej
increased the borrowing power of the Fund to £20,000,000, in-
(1)
. "Extended" or "uncovenanted" benefits were regarded as
an advance payment out of the insurance fund to those who
would normally come under the Insurance qualifications. Eligi-
bility for these benefits was determined by the need and char-
acter of the applicant at the discretion of the Minister of
Labor. Hohman, H. F. Op. cit. p.
(2)
. Men and women received 20 s. and 16 s. a week respec-
tively, as compared with I5 s. and 12 s. Contributions for
men were increased to 11 d. (6 d. from the employer and 5 d.
from the employed) and for women to 9 d. (5 d. from the em-
ployer and 4 d. from the employed.) Cohen, P. The British
System of Social Insurance, p. 11?
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creased the rate of contribution, and reduced benefits to
their former level under the I920 Act. A continued high lev-
el of unemployment and exhaustion of the fiind along with the
argument that the reduced rates were inadequate for married
men, led the Coalition Government to pass a third Act in Nov-
ember, 1921 . This act introduced another departure from the
principles of the original scheme by establishing a system of
allowances for the insured workers' dependents. Provision
for dependents' benefit, intended to operate originally for
only six months, became a permanent feature of the Unemploy-
ment Insurance system, as did uncovenanted benefits and bor-
rowing from the Treasury by the Fund.
The emergency relief Acts of I92I were but the
first of a series of measures passed by a bewildered Parlia-
ment in an attempt to deal with the post-war unemployment re-
lief problem. Between July, 1920, and July, I926
,
unemploy-
ment insurance was the subject of fifteen acts. Most of these
acts dealt with "uncovenanted" benefits, contributions, condi-
tions for benefits, and the borrowing powers of the Unemploy-
ment Fund. The changes in the amount of contributions and
benefits from I912 to 193^ summarized in Table I.
(1). The combined rate for men was 1 s. 3 d. and 7 d. )
and for women 1 s. 1 d. (7 d. and 6 d. ). The waiting period
was restored to the I9II level of six days, instead of the
three day period as established by the 1920 Act.
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TABLE I.
Rates of Unemployment Insurance Contributions, 1912-I934.
( In Pence
)
Mftn Women Boys Girls
Effective
date
Employer
Worker
state Total
Employer
Worker
state Total
Employer
Worker
|
state Total
Employer
Worker
State Total
Jul.1912 2i 1 6 2i 1 6 1 1 2 1 1 2
Nov. 1920 4 4 2 10 3I 3 1 g 2 2 1 5 2 1
Jul.1921 g 7 Ji IgJ 6 1^ 4 3-^ 1 ? 3i 3 1 gNov. 1921 2 2 3 7 1 1 2 4 1 1 2 4 1 1 2 4
Apr. 1922 10 9 25 g 7 20i: 6 44 3 13, 44 4 3, 12
Jan. 1926 g 7 6 21 7 6 m 4 3i 3 14 3X 3 24
Oct. 1931 10 10 10 30 9 9 9 27 5 5 5 H 4 I3i
Rates of Unemployment Benefit Paid to Various Insured Classes
Classes and Dependents, 1913”193 *^*
(In shillings and pence.)
Effective
date. Men. Women. Boys
.
Girls.
One
Adult
Depen-
dent .
Each
Child
Depen-
dent.
Man,
Wife,
& two
Child
ren.
Jan. 1913 7 7 3/6 3/6 0 0 7
Dec. 25, 1919 11 11 5/6 5/6 0 0 11
Nov. 1920 15 12 7/6 6/0 0 0 15
Mar. 3 , 1921 20 16 10/0 g/O 0 0 20
June 10, 1921 15 12 6/0 0 0 15
Nov. 1921 15 12 6/0 5 1 22
Aug. 1^, 1924 Ig 15 V!° 6/0 5 2 27Apr. 19, 192g 17 15 6/0 5/0 7 2 2g
Mar. 13, 1930 17, 6/0 9 2 30,
Oct. 1931 15/3 13/6 5/6 4/6 g 2 27/3
July 1, 1924 17 15 6/0 5/0 9 2 30
( 1 ). From Hill and Lubin. op. cit. p. See also
Monograph 9 > Appendix I.
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In 1925 a Departmental Committee, composed of
representatives of the employer, the worker, and the public,
under the chairmanship of Lord Blanesburgh, wae appointed to
review the principles and operation of the unemployment in-
surance scheme. On July Jl, 1927 > the Committee presented
a unanimous report which was used as a basis for an Act re-
modeling the system as it was to stand for the future, to
take effect April I9, 192S. With the passage of the Act of
1927, to use the words of one authority, *'the ten year chaos
since 191^ may be said to have ended.
The Act of 1927 was passed as an amendment to the
Act of 1920, and in form it was similar to the scheme of I9II
after which the 1920 Act was patterned. The methods of rais-
ing contributions, paying benefits and settling claims were
practically unchanged and the conditions and disqualifica-
tions for benefit were on the same order. But in substance
the scheme of 1927 was quite different from that established
in 1911 » The act was intended in time to abolish the dis-
tinction between extended and standard benefits, leaving the
determination of all questions arising from claims to benefit
to Insurance Officers, Courts of Referees, and the Umpire.
The Act of 1927 incorporated the Blanesburgh recommenda-
tions making benefits payable as a matter of right for a
practically unlimited period of time if the requisite condi-
( 1
)
. Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry .p. 277 •
( 2
)
. Steel-Maitland Act.
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tlone were satisfied, and the power of the Minister of Labor
to exercise discretion in the granting of benefit was abolish-
ed. The privilege of contracting out of the state scheme
which was suspended in 1921, was definitely abolished. The
net effect of these changes in the unemployment insurance
scheme is best summed up by Sir William Beveridge; ’’With the
repeal of the provision for special schemes and the making of
benefit unlimited in time, following on the disappearance in
1924 of the refund at sixty, unemployment insurance has be-
come an insurance in which every attempt to adjust premiums
to risks or, conversely, to relate the cover afforded to pre-
miums paid, has been abandoned. The difference between the
Blaneeburgh Committee and the advocates of unlimited non-con-
(1). The conditions for the payment of benefit were as
follows: The payment of thirty contributions during the two
years prior to filing claim for benefit; (the former rule li-
miting the payment of standard benefit to one week for every
six contributions, with a maximum of twenty-six a year, ceased
to have effect) claimant must be capable of and available for
work and he must be genuinely seeking work but unable to find
suitable employment; claimant was to have a reasonable period
in which to look for work in his usual occupation, after which
he must be prepared to accept suitable work in any occupation.
Cohen, P. Op. cit. p. 128-129.
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tributory insurance is 8in!5)ly a difference as to modes of tax-
ation: the compulsory contributions have a fiscal significance
alone.
A
The principle of flat rates of benefit and contri-
butions was adhered to in the Act of 1927 » l^ut a new scale of
benefits was established, the old rates of contributions re-
maining the same.
The flood of legislation on unemployment insurance
did not subside greatly after the passage of the 1927 Act.
Minor changes were made in the insurance in 192^,
(
2 ) and the
( 3 )
contribution of the Exchequer was increased in I929. The
net effect of these changes was an increase in the expendi-
tures of the fund and a shift of the entire cost of transi-
( 1
)
. Beveridge, Sir William. Op. cit. p. 292.
( 2
)
. The upper age limit for unemployment insurance was fixed
at 65 and neither benefit nor contributions are, therefore,
payable at that age. Persons 65 or over, when unemployed, re-
ceived a pension of 10 s. per week under the Contributory Pen-
sion Act.
( 3
)
* The Blanesburgh Committee recommended that the State's
share to the Fund should be one third of the joint contribu-
tions of employers and the employed. In I929 this contribu-
tion was increased to one half.
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tional^^^ benefits from the fund to the Exchequer.
Increased unemployment coupled with easier condi-
(o'\
tions for benefit' caused such a drain on the Fund and the
Exchequer that the government in 193® was forced to consider
the financial aspect of the insurance scheme anew. The bor-(1)
. In March, 1921, a new type of benefit was instituted.
It was first known as ••uncovenanted benefit,” but with some
I
modifications it became ” extended benefit” in 1924; ” transi-
tional benefit” in 1926; and ” transitional payments” in 1931 *
Transitional benefit was an attempt to modify the extended
benefit system which permitted a claimant to draw I5I weeks
benefit out of a period of 177 weeks. See Hill and Lubin,
The British Attack On Unen5)loyment Insurance, p. 173”177»
(2)
. Attorney-General Sir William Jowitt became so provoked
with the conditions of benefit that he exclaimed in the House
of Commons: ”Are we to legislate on the lines that these people
(the unemployed) should think that they need do nothing them-
selves Or, on the other hand, are we by our legislation to
give effect to the principle that just as God helps those who
help themselves, so we want to encourage in every way we can
the spirit amongst these unhappy people that they must help
themselves, and not rely solely on what others can do for
them?” Cohen, P.
,
The British System of Social Insurance.
p. 132 .
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rowing power of the Fund which had been raised from
£40,000,000 to £50,000,000 in March, 1930» raised to
£60,000,000 in July, and with the actual debt standing at
£56,000,000 early in December and increasing at the rate of
£40,000,000 a year, its borrowing power was raised once again
to £70,000,000. In December, 1930> ^ Royal Commission under
the chairmanship of Judge Holman Gregory was appointed with
instructions to make recommendations respecting (l), the fu-
ture scope of unemployment insurance, the provisions which it
should contain and the means by which such insurance can be
made solvent and self-supporting; and (2), the arrangements
which should be made outside insurance, for the unemployed
( 1 )
who are capable of and available for work.
At the end of 1930, unemployment insurance was
costing about £110,000,000 a year, of which £80,000,000 was
(2)provided by the state in direct loans. Unemployment in-
creased in 1931 “tlie costs of benefits steadily mounted
with the result that in March the borrowing power of the Fund
was again raised and the transitional period was extended for
another six months. In June, 193^ > ^ Treasury official stated,
"Continued State borrowing on the present vast scale without
(1)
. Cohen, P. Op. cit. p. 134.
(2)
. The ^110,000,000 included £4,000,000 for interest and
£6,500,000 for cost of administration. Contributions of em-
ployers and workers only totalled £30,000,000.
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adequate provision for repayment by the Fund would quickly
call in question the stability of the British Financial sys-
tem. w (l)
Since the government felt that the situation re-
quired immediate attention, it requested the Royal Commission !
I
'
to make a preliminary report on some of the more pressing probf
lems. At the time this commission began its work the number
of unemployed had reached the record figure of 3 >000, 000. The
estimated number of persons receiving transitional benefits
rose from 300,000 in May 1930> to 526,000 in October, 1931>
while the number of unemployed on the live register' ' in-
creased from 1,770 >000 to 2,760,000. The Indebtedness of the
Fund continued to increase and borrowing powers were further
extended. After a preliminary study of the more urgent phases
of the matter, the Royal Commission presented an interim re-
port in June, 1931. The Commission recommended (1) that all
further borrowing by the Fund be stopped as nearly as possible^
(2) that contributions be tightened for those applying for m
i
transitional benefits, that steps be taken to deal with cer-
tain ”anomalies” which had given rise to unreasonable claims
for benefit, and that ordinary benefit be limited to twenty- 1
six weeks within a period of twelve months, along with an in- 1
1!
crease in the rates of contributions. The Commission esti- '1
(1)
. Cohen, P. Op. cit. p. I36.
(2)
, The live register is a count of the persons signing at
the labor exchanges as unemployed each Monday.
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mated that their recommendations would (1) reduce the deficit
in the insurance scheme proper by £31 >^00, 000, through savings
in the revision of benefits and increases in contributions,
making the deficit still to be met by borrowing to £7,650,000;
(2) in the case of transitional benefits, provide a saving of
£10,100,000; making a net cost to the government of
£34,000,000; (3) reduce the combined cost for benefits from
£119,000,000 to £95,000,000.
The Labor government, mainly for political reasons
,
decided to act only upon the recommendations of the Commission
regarding certain anomalies, and in July, 1931) ^-ct was
passed giving the Minister of Labor power to deal with certain
classes of claimants for benefit, after consultation with a
representative Advisory Committee. This act was expected to
save about £3,000,000 a year, but at the same time the borrow- I
ing power of the Fvind was increased by £25,000,000, bringing
the limit to £115,000,000, and the transitional period was ex-
tended for another six months.
On March 17, 1931) after the first report of the
Royal Commission on Unempldyment Insurance, a "Committee on
National Expenditure" was appointed on the authority of Parlia-
ment "to make recommendations to the Chancellor of the Exchequ-
er for affecting forthwith all possible reductions in the na-
tional expenditure."
At the end of July, 1931) Committee, of which
Sir George May was chairman, made its report. This Committee
stressed the seriousness of the difficulties facing the Ex-
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chequer. "After giving full consideration to the views of
the Royal Commission we regret that we cannot regard their
recommendations as adequate to meet the situation. In our
view a larger reduction in the present Exchequer charge, as
well as the practical elimination of borrowing for this ser-
vice, are essential.
"
The Committee on National Expenditure recommended
a large increase in contributions, a decrease in benefits,
cessation of borrowing, the removal of certain anomalies, in-
clusion in the general scheme of persons excepted, or insured
under special schemes, and a "test of needs" for claimants who
had exhausted their insurance rights. The future of Unemploy-
ment Insurance thus became a political issue of paramount im- i
portance which involved the downfall of the Labor Government,
who found the problem beyond its capacity to solve, and the
advent of the National Government towards the end of August,
1931 -
The task of balancing the finances of the Govern-
ment was tackled by the National Government in the Emergency
Budget of September, 1931- proposed savings of £70f000,000
in the national expenditures, over one half of which were to
(l). (Quoted from Cohen, P. The British System of Social
Insuranc e
.
p . 143
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come from reductions in the cost of Unemployment Insurance .
^
'
The above recommendations were incorporated in the National
Economy Act of September 30, 1931, and under the Act power
(2)
was taken to make "Orders in Council", carrying out its pro-
visions. By subsequent legislation, the scheme as amended by
these Orders, was continued in operation until November, 1933-
The f\ind under the National Government, however, continued to
operate at a loss, although at a rate which fell from about
£1,000,000 a week, to approximately £250,000 a week, while the
live register varied between 2,500,000 and 2,S50,000 persons
(1)
. The savings were estimated as follows: an increase in
income of £10,000,000, due to increased contributions;
£12,600,000, due to a reduction in benefits; £10,000,000, due
to the 'needs test' for transitional payment; and £3,000,000,
due to the removal of certain anomalies. See Cohen, P. Op. cit
p. 147.
(2)
. Order No. I raised the rates of contributions from 22.5 <3*
to 30 d.
,
and reduced benefits from 17 s. to I5 s* 3 d. Order
II placed a definite number of weeks of standard benefit pay-
able, and required that upon exhaustion of standard benefit,
aid would only be given to those whom Poor Law authorities
certified as being in need.
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( 1 ) *throughout the following year. At the time of this saving
|
in the Unemployment Insurance Fund, an additional number of
persons was being provided for by the Poor Law authorities,
and although unemployment was slightly less in 1933 than in
1931
,
the stricter requirements resulted in twice as many per-
( 2 )
sons being thrown on local relief.'
On November 17 , 1933 » however, an Unemployment In-
surance Bill based on the final recommendations of the Royal
Commission on Unemployment Insurance was presented to Parlia-
ment by the Minister of Labor. It proposed to amend the in-
(1)
. See Unemployment Insurance in Great Britain, Monograph I,
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, (1933)» P* 22.
(2)
. In dealing with the anomalies, the following table shows
the number of disallowed claims, resulting in an additional
number of persons relying on Poor Relief.
The Number of Cases Dealt with by the Courts of Referees
under the Unemployment Insurance (Anomalies) Regulations,
1931.
From October, 1931, to September 30, 1932.
Claimants
.
No. of No. of cases
Cases. disallowed.
Seasonal Workers.
Persons whose normal em-
ployment is not more than
two days in the week.
Married women.
Total
36,6S0
5,276
224. g69
266, S25
2g,57i
3,694
179, ggg
212,153
i
Ij
32 .
surance scheme in the following respects; (1) The minimum age
for entry into the system was reduced from sixteen to the
school leaving age, (which varied in the British Isles) with
contributions of 2 d. per week each from the employer, the
employed and the Exchequer; (2) Benefits were extended to
fifty-two weeks for persons who have made contributions for
five years. Benefit in excess of twenty-six weeks was relat-
ed to the number of contributions made during the preceding
five year period in the ratio of one week of benefit for each
ten contributions; (3) The unemployment debt to be redeemed
by semi-annual installments of £2,750>000, paying off the debt
in approximately forty years; and (4) The establishment of a
statutory committee to report on the financial standing of the
Fund and make recommendations concerning changes in its provi-
'
.
(1) i
sions.
After several readings and discussions in Parlia-
ment the bill received royal assent on June 28, 193^* This
Act, described as “the first measure to deal comprehensively
(2)
with the whole of the able-bodied industrial unemployed,"
was based almost entirely on the recommendations made by the
Royal Commission. Part I of the Act is an attempt to establish
the unemployment insurance scheme on a solvent and self-sup-
porting basis.
(1)
. Summarized from Monograph I, (1935)* P* 23.
(2)
. Ministry of Labor Gazette, July, 193^* p. 230.
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Table sets forth the new contributions and
benefits as established by the 193^ Unemployment Act.
Weekly Rates of
Class of Insured Contribution by Weekly Rates
Person Each of the Three of Benefit.
Parties Contributing.
Men, 21 & under 65
Young men, IS & under 21
Boys, 17 & under IS
Boys, lb & under I7
Bovs under 16
10 d.
9 d.
5 d.
5 ci-
2 d.
ll
1
s. 0 d.
s. 0 d.
s. 0 d.
8. 0 d.
Women, 21 & under 65 9 d. 15 8. 0 d.
Young women, 17 & under 21 S d. 12 8. 0 d.
Girls, 17 & under IS 4Jd. 7 s. 0 d.
Girls, 16 & under 17 4|d. > s. 0 d.
Girls under 16 2 d. —
Adult dependents benefit — 9 s.O d.
Juvenile dependents benefit — 2 s. 0 d.
Part II distinguishes between insurance and re-
lief, providing for a national unemployment assistance scheme
with the purpose of relieving public authorities of their
duties with respect to transitional payments. The unen5)loy-
ment assistance scheme is financed through an “imerr^loyraent
assistance fund" and the largest part of the burden is to be
carried by the national government, whose share is officially
estimated at ninety-five percent. Thus, under the new policy,
provisions for relief are shifted almost entirely to the Nation-
al Treasury. The 193^ Unemployment Insurance Act remains in
operation today.
(1). See Monograph I. p. 24.
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PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH UNEMPLOYMENT INSURA^ICE.
In the light of the foregoing summary of the un-
employment insurance legislation enacted between I92I and 193^
it is perhaps superfluous to point out that all was not well
with unemployment insurance in this period. The modifications
made in the I92O scheme have been both attacked and defended,
as being foreign to unemployment insurance by persons who sub-
scribed to it; and those entirely unsympathetic toward this
method of caring for the able-bodied unemployed have found
justification for their position in British post-war experi-
ence with a National compulsory scheme. Before passing on
the merits of these various arguments, it is necessary to
understand something of the nature and magnitude of the prob-
lems with which Parliament had to deal in the period since
1920 . We shall deal here mainly with the economic difficul-
ties and only incidentally with those primarily political.
(1). The Post-War Problem of Unemnloyment .
As has already been pointed out, unemployment be-
gan to increase before benefits and contributions became pay-
able under the National scheme in November, I92O. From 7*6
percent of the insured workers in December, 1920, the propor-
tion of unemployed increased to 23 percent in May, during the
coal strike. In December, 1921, it was 17 *7 percent. Table
III shows that, even in the best years since 1921, the per-
centage of unemployment among workers in insured industries
was at least twice the volume of unemployment allowed for by
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those who drew up the scale of benefits and contributions for
the 1920 scheme. TABLE III
Average Percentage of Insured Persons Recorded as Unenployed,
Including Those Tenporarily Out of Work, 1920-1933 •
1921 17 . 0* 1925 - 11.3 1929 I 10.4
1922 14.3 1926 12.5 1930 16.1
1923 -
lasS. ~
11.7 1927 - 9.7 1931 21.3
10.3 1926 10.6 19.32 22.1
Exclusive of persons in the coal mining industry disquali-
fied for unemployment benefit by reason of industrial dispute.
The average annual unemployed from I93I-1934 was
almost l4 percent. It is obvious that any insurance scheme
without extremely high premiums would meet financial diffi-
culties where begun under such conditions, with no time to
build up a reserve before benefits became payable.
4l.
(1)
. The Government Actuary took 4.5 percent as the mean per- 1
i
centage of unemployment but experience shattered this expecta-
tion, unemployment ranging from 9*7 "to I7 percent. See Bever-
idge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry, p. 3^5 *
( 2
)
. Although it is not the purpose here to examine the causes
of unemployment, we must, however, know the causes in order to
find adequate cures. According to one authority, the four
chief causes of unemployment in Great Britain are; ( 1 ). disor-
ganization of the labor market, ( 2 ). cyclical and seasonal
fluctuation of demand for labor, ( 3 )* lack and loss of indus-
trial quality, and ( 4 ). defects of character, or the personal
factor. These causes are fully discussed in Beveridge, W. H.
Ibid. p. 29-149.
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The proportion of unemployed among the insured
workers in the post-war period was so high compared with the
pre-war experience that until 192S all, or most all, unemploy-
ment was considered the result of a trade depression of the
ordinary type. But it is now recognized that the greater part
of unemployment from 1923-1929 was the result of forces of a
more permanent nature than those connected with an ordinary
trade depression, and that thoroughgoing adjustments were
needed both in public and in industrial policy. The whole
national policy with respect to unemployment until recently
rested upon the theory that unemployment was due to cyclical
trade fluctuations and was not likely to be permanent . ^ This
attitude had a profound influence on the treatment of unem-
ployment, resulting in a "tide over" policy with prosperity
waiting "just around the corner." It was the opinion of the
I
Royal Commission that such a treatment can no longer be ac-
i
cepted.
Of course unemployment was more severe in the years
1920-1921 and from 1930-1933 than during the intervening years
and these periods created emergency situations for the insur-
ance scheme to meet. The world wide depression which began to
affect British Industry in 1930 caused such an appreciable in-
crease in the volume and duration of unemployment, however.
(1). Extent & Character of the British Unemployment Problem,
Monograph VIII, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. (1932)
P. 24.
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that a question arises concerning the conqparability of this
depression with previous trade depressions which produced un-
employment of a temporary nature.
(2)
.
The Economic and Social Effects of the
National Scheme of Unemployment Insurance.
Critics of the British unemployment insurance
scheme in force since 1920
,
accuse the scheme of being at
least partly responsible for the high percentage of unemploy-
ment in the post-war period. It has, so they say, (1) tended '
I
to decrease the mobility of labor, ( 2 ) made trade union offi- '
cials indifferent about the amount of unemployment that might
j
result from demands for higher wages, ( 3 ) been administered
so that the unenployed have been able to abuse the system, I'
(4) paid benefits which were siifficiently close in amount to i
relative wages as to encourage malingering, ( 5 ) encouraged
the systematic working of part time by some industries, there-
by maintaining an uneconoraically high reserve of labor in
these industries, ( 6 ) made it easier for governments and work-
ers to consider the problem of unemployment from the stand-
point of relief rather than prevention, ( 7 ) shown that such a
system can cause serious embarrassment to the national financ-
es in a period of prolonged business depression, and (g) in-
creased the cost of production by a tax on labor and through
general taxation. Although it is impossible to consider each
criticism in great detail here, they are of such importance to
those governments that are inaugurating compulsory unemploy-
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ment insurance schemes, that the facts, so far as they are
available, regarding these criticisms, might well be given a
little consideration at this point.
Certain critics assert that unemployment insur-
ance has made British labor immobile, implying that the few
shillings benefit each week anchors workpeople to one place
or one occupation. As one author says, “Labor is never per-
fectly mobile, either in England or elsewhere. The worker
and hie family are naturally reluctant to leave the locality
to which loyalty binds them.“^^^ It seems evident that un-
employment insurance, unless its effect is countered by an
efficient labor exchange system, does slow down the transfer
of workers from one industry to another, in that there is
not the same immediate pressure upon an unemployed worker to
look for other ways of earning a living. On the other hand,
Britain's experience indicates that the insurance scheme does
not interfere with the mobility of labor in the sense that a
large number of jobs remain unfilled because the unemployed
prefer to continue receiving benefits. The Minority of the
Royal Commission, in their Final Report, stated that there is
no evidence that, where there has been any demand for workers
from a distance, there has been any difficulty in satisfying
( 1 ). Hill and Lubin, The British Attack on Unemployment In-
surance, p. 25 ^* For a detailed discussion see p. 25^260.
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the demand. In conclusion, let me quote from one author
who believes that British labor has been far from immobile.
"Indeed, the British unemployment insurance system stimulates
purposeful mobility. The unemployed worker, through his al-
most daily contact with the employment exchange for insurance
purposes, is in a position to learn of available jobs in dis-
tant places; and advances of fares may be made to him from
the unemployment insurance fund.
The causes of unemployment have previously been
enumerated. However, it is hard to believe that these causes
explain the great increase in post-war unemployment. A more
general cause of unemployment might be found in the high
wages policy prevalent in post-war Great Britain. That high
wages cause \inemployraent is not denied by any competant au-
thority. O) Many trade union officials, and British econo-
mists, for example J. W. F. Rowe, and M. H. Dobb, regard this
cause of unenployraent as desirable, considering it as a stimu-
lus to inventiveness, and hence to greater efficienty in pro-
duction. Unemployment insurance has also undoubtedly demoral-
ized the social responsibility of employers and trade union
(1)
. Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance, Final Report.
Printed and Published by His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, November, 1932* P* 100.
(2)
. Hill and Lubin. Op. cit. p. 260
(3)
* Beveridge, W. H., Unemployment; a Problem of Industry.
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officials because they are less careful about causing unem-
ployment than they otherwise would have been. Employers feel
they have done their part by contributing to the fund, hence
they hire and fire at will, leaving an unnecessary burden for
whom the fund has to provide. One prominent authority has
stated that the extension of legalized collective bargaining,
I
and the support given it by the national system of unemploy-
i
ment insurance, has made the English wage system “the most !
inelastic in the world. Other able British economists, !
i
for example, Sir Josiah Stamp, J. M. Keynes, and A. L. Bowley, '
assert that widespread unemployment has resulted from the ex-
isting high wages in Great Britain. On this point, to quote
Sir William Beveridge again, “The widespread enduring unem-
ployment that we find in Great Britain is just what we should
expect to find as the result of an abnormal rise of wages, un-
accompanied by an equal rise in productivity or cheapening of
labor. It has been the result less of bargaining between em-
ployer and workpeople, than of movements beyond their control
and of government action taking no account of such conditions.*
He asserts that it hardly seems reasonable to doubt the con-
nection between the rise of real wages during the post-war
years and the rise of unemployment, and that “we must either
(1)
. Clay, Henry. Post War Unemployment Problem. Macmillan ^
& Company, London. (1929)* P« 15*
(2)
. Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry.
P- 367-
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lower our standards of living or bring production up to justi-
fy
One of the most common accusations made against
the British insurance scheme has been that it enabled numbers
of men to live in idleness when they could get work, that is,
that the system of unemployment insurance is subject to wide-
spread abuse. This misunderstanding, summed up in the word
dole, has created the impression that the unemployed could
easily find work if they wished, but that they prefer to live
in idleness on money derived from the State. Impartial bodies,
examining this criticism, have found that the allegations of
general abuse are without justification or foundation.' '
Those who condemn Unemployment Insurance for its pauper making
influences base their proof on two pieces of evidence; first,
a number of casual observations from which generalizations
have been made, and second, the dogmatic assertion that “it
stands to reason. The conclusion this author (Blake)
(1)
. Beveridge, W. H. Op. cit. p. 4l9. Beveridge treats thi£i
subject in great detail in pp. 359-372. See also Gilson, M. B.
Unemployment Insurance in Great Britain, p. 317-321*
(2)
. The Committee of Inquiry in 1919> "the Blanesburgh Report
j
of 1927
,
and the Industrial Transference Board of 1925, all
reached the same conclusions.
(3)
. Blake, Edward W. The Unemployed Man. E. P. Dutton & Co.
Inc., New York. (193^) P* 263 .
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reaches is that Unemployment Insurance has not made paupers. i!
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He further states, "The fear concerning the effect of Unem-
|
ployment Insurance on the malingering tendencies of human na-
ture seem to me to miss the whole purpose and achievement of
social insurance The idea of central importance in Unem-
ployment Insurance is the actual security and sense of securi-
ty which it has brought into the lives of millions of workers.
The effects of that security are so beneficial as to dwarf any i
]
imagined or actual results of the removal of fear as an incen-
tive to work."^^^
It is true that real and nominal rates of benefit
j
show a steady increase from 1920 on. A comparison of the a-
mount of benefit paid under the various acts, beginning with
the out-of-work Donation scheme in 191^ with an annual average '
of wages paid by local authorities in twenty-eight large towns '
for unskilled labor shows that at no time was the benefit,
even under the donation scheme, equal to wages, although since !
( 2 )1921 benefits have tended to rise while wages fell.' ' Before ,
the reductions in benefits made in 1921, it appears, however,
that benefits did exceed wages in the case of agricultural '
workers. ^3
)
(1)
. Blake, E. W. Op. cit. p. 268.
(2)
. See Hohraan, H. F. Op. cit. p. 26I-265.
(3)
* Armstrong, Barbara N. Insuring the Essentials. The Mac
millan Company, New York. (1932). p. 515*
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Short time working ae a means of avoiding the dis-
charge of experienced workers during a trade depression is,
of course, a long established principle in Great Britain; and
has, at times, received the encouragement of the government 5^^
The practice has grown and systematic short time working has
been commonly arranged to enable workers to qualify for the
maximum amount of benefit. "In some industries it is be-
coming a settled practice to arrange operations so that large
numbers of workpeople are regularly supported in part by the
unemployment fund, and trade union officials are alert to en-
ter into negotiations with employers in this connection. "
^
On the other hand, it must be recognized that short time work-
(1)
. Anomalies. Monograph X. Metropolitan Life Insurance '
Co. (1933) P- *+7.
(2)
. The method is to register at the exchanges as "temporari-*
ly stopped," which means that the circumstances of their unem-
ployment are such that it is regarded as likely that work will
be resumed within six weeks. Statistics show that in I929,
291,000 persons were so registered, while the total number of
unemployed was 1,421,000. In 1930» 331>CCO were "temporarily
stopped," while unemployment figures were 1,476,000, showing
an increase of those temporarily stopped of 13.6 percent, while
the increase in total unemployment was only 3*^ percent.
Ibid. p. 4g.
(3)
. Ibid. p. 4g
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ing, combined with unemployment benefit has enabled the tex-
tile industry, and probably others, to carry over the long
post-war depression without real distress among the workers
of these industries. In addition, trade unions and other asso-
ciations of workers often prefer extended periods of short
time to conplete unemployment in order to maintain the indus-
trial and moral quality of workers against possible deteriora-
tion.^^^ Where the balance lies between the advantages and
disadvantages of short time working it is difficult to say,
|
but it probably has more in its favor as a device for meeting
^
short periods of unemployment than long, as the conclusions
reached by the Royal Commission on Unenployment Insurance im-
|
plies.
.
The Royal Commission, on the subject of short
time working says, “If the scheme were to remain under the
conditions which existed under the 193^ Act, we should have
no hesitation in saying that port transport workers and other
persons whose normal employment is casual should be excluded
from it. It is generally agreed that the intermittent unemploy
ment or under-employment of port transport workers is due in
part to a failure on the part of those engaged in the industry
to make better arrangements for regularity of employment and
for the distribution of available labor. We cannot avoid the
conclusion that this tendency has not only not been discour-
I
(1). Gilson, M. B. Unemployment Insurance in Great Britain.
p. 166.

aged, but has actually been supported, by the insurance scheme,
which allowed benefit to be received during long periods by
transport workers who were underemployed. We do not consider
that the conditions of a general scheme of \inemployment insur-
ance can or should be such as will necessarily provide an act-
ual inducement to any particular industry to adopt better
methods of employment, but we are satisfied that they should
not be such as to encourage an industry to continue methods
which are notoriously unsatisfactory. We believe, however,
that the amendments which we propose in the general scheme will
on the whole, avoid the undesirable results which have hither-
to been experienced. We have recommended a provision whereby
account will be taken of weekly earnings of claimants who work
on one, two or three days of enployment in the week, earn more
than £1, and claim benefit for the other days. This provision
will tend to prevent the scheme from being used as a subsidy
to casual employment
^
It must be admitted that relief of unemployment is
a very poor second best to its prevention. However, measures
for the prevention of unemployment have not been overlooked a-
( 2 )
raid the general concentration upon relief. The idea that
(1)
. Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance, Final Report.
p. 249-250.
(2)
. The preventive measures are treated in detail in Gilson,
M. B. Op. cit. p. 310-339.
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prevention of unemployment was of prime importance has not
••passed hy the board, •• for it was with the idea of concentrat-
ing on the prevention and reduction of unemployment that the
office of ••Minister of Eii5)loyment^’ was created when the Labor
Government came into power in June, I929 . Later, in 1930>
J. Ramsay MacDonald, the Labor Prime Minister, appointed a
special committee to deal with preventive measures. On this
question of relief vs. prevention. Sir William Beveridge sug-
gests that within the insurance scheme, some provision for
differentiation between industries or employers must be made
to penalize the unnecessary creation of unenployment and to
reward and stimulate prevention, for he says, ••a state which
undertakes to relieve adequately and indefinitely from a bot-
tomless purse all the unemployed, will soon find itself sub-
sidizing the manufacture of unemployment unless it adopts
count er-measures . « ^ ^ ^
The argument that \inemployraent insurance has se-
riously affected the national finances cannot be denied. How-
ever, even lacking a national insurance system, the national
finances will be seriously embarrassed during a period of
chronic unemployment, since the main object of the State is to
provide for the national welfare. The cost of unemployment in
surance should be considered in relation to other social ser-
( 1 ). Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry,
p. 412.
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vices, and items of the national budget. In the year 192?-
192s the cost of the social services, together with unemploy-
ment insurance, was £365,953,509, about thirty-nine percent of ^
the total annual national budget. This sum may seem a large
proportion of the total expenditure, but in I929, £5^0,000,000
was spent on past wars and preparation for future wars. 1
TABLE IV.
Expenditures for Social Services, Great Britain, I92S.
Expenditure Under —
England
and
Wales
Scotland
Unerrployraent Insurance Acts 38,256,114
£
4,528,865
National Insurance (health) Act.. 33,739-000 3,857,000
Widows*, Orphans* & Old Age
Contributory pensions Act 10,590,000 1,357,000
Old Age Pensions Act 29,gg4,467 3,222,333
War Pensions Act & The Ministry.
.
of Pensions Act 51,168,217 5,769,929
Educational Acts 81,625,077 12,816,964
Acts relating to Reformatory &
Industrial Schools 533,438 171,415
Inebriates Act 30 • •
Public Health Acts:
Hospital & treatment of disease 6,839,000 1,323,000
Maternity & Child Welfare Work. 2,063,000 276,500
Housing of the working classes
Acts 23,157,000 3,554.000
' Acts relating to the relief of
the poor 40,989,000 4,491,000
Unemployed Workmen Act 4i,o6o
2,541,000
15,100
Lunacy Acts |l, 281,000Mental Deficiency Acts 1,213,000
i Total 322,689,403 43,264,106
I
(1). See Table IV. (Taken from Gilson, M. B., Unemployment
Insurance in Great Britain, p. 135*
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In light of the financial problem, the Royal Oom-
miBsion on Unemployment Insurance was instructed to make the
insurance scheme solvent and self-supporting. The Royal Com-
mission pointed out that the safeguards which restricted the
unemployment insurance scheme to the relief of temporary in-
terruptions to employment had been removed, liberalizing it
into a general unemployment relief scheme. The financial bur-
den thus put on the fund was not temporary in character, and
was not balanced by the prospects of a future surplus out of
which borrowing could be repaid. They also recognized that
the estimated risk of unemployment adopted in both the 1920
and 1927 Acts, (4.5 percent and 7 percent respectively) was
not justified by post-war conditions, for the average over
the period I920-I93I w®-® over I3 percent. They believe that
had the original safeguards of the ratio rule of contributions
to benefits, and the maximum period of benefit in any one year
been retained, borrowing on the vast scale that was practised
would have been unnecessary. Under their recommendations,
adequate safeguards against burdening the scheme with the re-
lief of chronic unemployment were restored, and they add, that
any scheme at all is impractical if the safeguards are not
maintained. The Royal Commission recognizes that borrowing
by the fund is inevitable in the future, and there are posi-
tive reasons for permitting it to do so. On this point Henry
Clay, a member of the Royal Commission, states, "The essence
of insurance is the spreading over a long period of time of an
--moO IBXOH 9£l^ ,ra9lcfou;q Ls^ioa^atl ecit to tilsll nl
sdy od- iJsd'oxJid'ani a.s?f eonexoanX d-fis.MXoIqnsiiU no noiaaini
.snld’*ipqqi;a-tXs8 ons jnevloa siTioiioa son^iuanl
edj baJ'oxTd’Qf^ic ric=Xriisf sljTisx/^oiJsa silt d’x/o i^sd’nX oq noXaaira
-ill *^*ri3'roqo:9 d- to iSxX^d: srld- od smerioa soniJinsni tnam’^oXqmfinn
dl -icisilSTScfil ,f»9votu9T; nsscf f>8rf ^nact^^oXqras od" anoidffi/TtEsd
-'lifd Ijslcn-anxt oxfT . xisflos taXXeT fnamYoIqasnix iBisns-^, s oJnl
bus ^ladoxiTiSiio nX \riJSi:oqflidd' ion p«ir bnul edi no d’uq anrfd" neb
to tuo euXqxua enird-nt s to aXosqaoTo orfd- x^ boonnlnd don aoTr
isdi besinyoosn oaXB \:erfT .Jbxsxisn ed bXnoo gnlVoiTocf rioidw
OS^X end £fdod nl boiqobs dnemAfoIqritenx/ to dBtx beisailias arid
3SW (’^XevXdosqaen dneoaeq Y dneoieq ^adoA
T9VO e^BTovB orfd not ^anoidibxioo uBw-daoq v'd bsltidani, don
dBrfd oveiXad \'ejtlT .dnsoxeq ^X Tevo anw X^^X-OS^X boxToq edd
anoXdjjcfXndnoo to ©Im oldBi erfd to abiBo^otjca Innigiio erid bad
naeY ©no ni ditenocf to boiieq amufxxnm , ©dd bna ,edlt9necf od
boaidoaiq asw dadd elBoa daav edd no gnXwonxocf .benladsn need
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expense which would be crushing at the time the need for it
occurred if no such provision were made; its function is to
average abnormal expenditure over a period in which normal in-
come can meet it. It follows that the solvency of an insur-
ance scheme must be judged, not in relation to the income and
expenditure at the time when the strain on the scheme is at
its maximum or minimum, but over a period long enough to es-
tablish average conditions.
“
The final criticism is concerned with the effect
of the imemployment insurance scheme on costs of production.
Employers contend that the premiums paid to the insurance fund
by industry have greatly increased the costs of production,
and therefore selling prices, to such an extent that domestic
consumption and the export trade have been substantially re-
1 2 )duced.' ' As a consequence of the war and of currency changes
thereafter, not in England alone, but in Continental Europe,
Great Britain did not get her costs of production into con-
formity with the new level of world prices after the sl\imp of
1921. Following this depression she failed to recover her
export trade, because she had to use the high priced products
of her domestic trades in competition with low price world
markets. In this connection the National Confederation of
Employers' Organization said: "It is idle to think that a
country like ours, which depends upon its export trade for its
(1)
. Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance Report. p.26l
(2)
. Hill & Lubin. British Attack on Unemployment Ins, p. 2^6
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existence, can, in the industrial world of to-day, continue to '
I
set up and maintain standards of living and public expenditure
i
regardless of those of its competitors without paying the pric(j
of unenqDloyment . ” The higher costs of production have been
attributed to the high level of taxes and wages prevalent in
Great Britain, which in turn have been considered a result of
unemployment insurance and other social services. To show the
effects of the social services on costs of production, the Em-
ployers' Organization presented the following figures showing
the index number of the cost per head for unemployment insur-
ance, health insurance, workmen's compensation, old age pen-
sions and poor relief, in 1924.
Great Britain - 100 France - IJ
Germany - 4g Belgium - 7
Italy - 4
Concerning the increased burden on employers, the
Trades Union Congress General Council stated: ”We are of the
opinion that the employers, except as tax-payers, should not
be burdened with the cost of unemployment. The employers'
present contribution has to be paid by him whether or not he
makes a prof it . .whilst
,
on the other hand, a prosperous pro-
fessional man who may only employ a few persons escapes any
large contribution to the unenployment fund, however high his
income, and merely pays his small portion of the Exchequer
(1). Economic and Social Effects, Monograph XII, Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. (1933) P* 35*
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contribution as a tax-payer, which, incidentally, has to be
paid by the manufacturer and the worker also.”^^^ Speaking in
the House of Commons in 1930 > Snowden said; ”I was the
only man in Parliament when the first Unemployment Insurance
Bill was before the House who opposed the employer's contribu-
tion, and I have never had any occasion to change ray views on
( 2 )
the matter." On this matter of employers' contributions,
the Majority of the Royal Commission state: "We have much
sympathy with the suggestion of the National Confederation of
Employers' Organizations that they should be reduced, and of
other witnesses, including the Trades Union Congress General
Council, that they should be abolished. But the practical al-
ternative appears to be an increase in general taxation,
which, by reducing still further the funds available for fi-
nancing expansion, where expansion is possible, might re-act
even more unfavorably upon employment
^
In conclusion, it
has been shown that the cost of insurance premiums to the em-
ployer has been an almost negligible factor in the cost of
production.' ' From 1920-1924 employers' contributions a-
mounted to J^21g,000,000, an approximate £15,000,000 a year.
I
( 1
)
. Monograph XII. p. 36*
(2)
. Ibid. p. 36.
(3)
. Majority Final Report, p. 101 .
( 4
)
. See Balfour Committee's Report, Monograph XII. p. 3 ^*

Thie is an equivalent to 1.6 percent of the value of gross
output. ” In view of these figures, it does not seem
reasonable that the premium burden on employers could be a
material factor in reducing the competitive advantage of Brit-
ish goods.” The Minority of the Royal Commission are in
agreement with the Majority in respect to employers' contribu-
tions, saying that ” it is for their (the employers') own in-
terests that labor, which they cannot for the time employ,
should be kept as far as possible fit for re-employment when
required. Errployers expect a reserve of labor to exist, and
(p)
they should help to maintain it.”' '
After the above review of some of the more signi-
ficant criticisms leveled against the British scheme of unem-
ployment insurance in operation since 1920, a question natur-
ally arises concerning the worth-whileness of such a means of
providing for the able-bodied unemployed. It is the conten-
tion of the great majority of students of British Unemployment
Insurance that, whatever else the scheme may be called after
1920, the modifications introduced by successive amendments to
the 1920 Act, gradually undermined the insurance basis on
which the system was founded. From the point of view of these
people, the criticisms made of the post-war means of providing
for the unemployed were not, properly speaking, criticisms of
the principles and operation of an unemployment insurance
( 1
)
. Hill, Arthur C.
,
and Lubin, Isador. p. 257*
(2)
. Minority Final Report, p. ij-Qtl-.
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scheme, but applied mainly to the relief plan which evolved.
This was also the point of view which prevailed with the maj-
ority of the Royal Commission on Unerrployment Insurance.
On the other hand, there are persons who argue
that the measures adopted to meet the post-war unen^Dloyraent
problem involved no essential departure from a system of unem-
^
ployment insurance. They contend that the payment of benefits
|
for an unlimited period of time to the unemployed who prove
that they are involiintarily unemployed really comes closer to
satisfying the criteria of social insurance than the original
scheme of I9II, after which the I920 Act was fashioned. This
is the point of view prevailing among the minority of the
Royal Commission. It is obvious that this conflict of opin-
ions is the result of divergent conceptions of what unemploy-
ment insurance is or ought to be. These different concepts of
unemployment insurance will be examined more fully further on
in this paper.
Passing over the conceptual issue and returning
again to the question raised concerning the value of unemploy-
ment insurance in the post-war period, it can be said in its
favor that the scheme undoubtedly saved the unemployed from
what would otherwise have been dire distress. In so doing,
serious disturbances which might have changed the social order
were averted, and on this ground alone the scheme may have
been worth all it cost, providing, of course, that the preser-
vation of the status quo be considered desirable. Another
--i
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possible advantage derived from the insurance system is the
effect it may have had in stabilizing industry since 1929- Th^i
Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance considers that the 'i
spending of money made possible, explains in part at least, the
fact that, although unemployment became worse during the pres-
i
ent depression it did not increase to the extent and the de-
gree prevalent in the United States, and other countries .
^
But, as has been pointed out above, the net economic value of
the unemployment insurance scheme in the post-war period is a
matter of opinion on which there is no general agreement.
(3 )
.
Does British Experience Indicate that
Unemployment Insurance is an Insurable Risk?
The point has been made above that any discussion
of the merits of unemployment insurance should be prefaced by
a statement of what the terra actually should confer. That
there is no agreement among those interested in this subject
in Great Britain has been made evident by the legislation en-
I'
acted since 1920 under the name of unemployment insurance.
j|
Limitations of space and time prevent a comprehensive review
of the variety of concepts of unemployment insurance that have
been held by British legislators. For present purposes the
two most significant and commonly held opinions, as exempli-
fied by the Majority and Minority Reports of the Royal Commis-
sion on Unemployment Insurance, will be examined.
(1). See the Majority Final Report of the Royal Commission,
p . 103
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The majority of the Royal Commission agree in gen-
eral on the essential characteristics of an unemployment in-
surance scheme as outlined by one of the framers of the I9II
act. Insurance as defined by the Majority is, “normally a
voluntary contract whereby an individual or a group of indiv-
iduals pay a premium in return for a guaranteed indemnity
against a specific loss."^^^ In order that the risks may be
spread, and the losses distributed over as large a number of
people as possible, who are all exposed to the same hazard,
and who are all interested in avoiding it, the scheme must be
compulsory; and as an acknowledgment of the inequality of the
risks of imemployment
,
and to justify the necessary amount of
;
State control, the State should contribute to defray part of
the cost of the scheme. In brief, the term unemployment in-
surance to the Majority of the Royal Commission, "connotes a
scheme of payment to unemployed workers whereby, (l) the major
part of the cost is borne by the potential beneficiaries and
by the employers, (2) taking one year with another, the in-
come of the fund created by contributions of workers, employ-
ers, and the State suffices to cover the whole outgoings -
i
benefits and administrative chargee combined, ( 3 ) the receipt
of benefits is conditional upon the payment of contributions
by the beneficiary, and (4) the contributor's title to benefit
on the proved occurence of the contingency is a matter, not of
( 1 ). Majority Final Report, p. Il4.
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discretion, but of right, subject to the satisfaction of what-
ever conditions the scheme may inpose. The conditions must be
firmly drawn so as to exclude claims other than those caused
by involuntary unemployment which the scheme is designed to
meet.*'^^^ An unemployment insurance scheme based on these
principles is obviously intended to do no more than to enable
an insured worker, who is usually in regular employment, to
meet losses due to short periods of unemployment; those habit-
ually unemployed, or those out of work for a long period of
time would have to look elsewhere for relief.
The view of unemployment insurance accepted by the
Majority of the Royal Commission was wholly unacceptable to
|
the Minority of the Royal Commission. They contend that, "the
|
so-called insurance scheme established in I9II, Q-nd extended
in 1920, was not and has never been an insurance scheme in the
generally accepted use of the word."^^^ They give two reasons
to support this statement: (1) The essence of insurance is the
adjustment of premiums to cover an estimated risk. As the
rate of unemployment is admittedly unpredictable, no data are
available to enable the risk to be estimated on an actuarial
basis; (2) Though no data exists as to the rate of unemploy-
ment to be expected in the future, yet it is known that some
industries are by their very nature more subject to uneraploy-
(1)
. Majority Final Report, p. Il4.
(2)
. Minority Final Report, p. 3S3.
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raent than others, and in accordance with insurance principles
the premiums should be differentiated correspondingly. Such
differentiation has never been made, it would indeed be a de-
ducto ad absurdum in a State scheme, bece.use it would place
the heaviest burden on those industries which were least able
to bear it.
On the basis of this reasoning the Minority Final
Report argues that the type of unemployment insurance advo-
cated by the Majority cannot be solvent or self-supporting,
and that the government will inevitably have to bear the larg-
est part of the cost of maintaining the unemployed in one way
or another. It would, therefore, merely be a purely arbitrary
matter to limit the amount of contributions paid and benefits
drawn from the insurance fund to maintain its solvency, for
expenditures would have to be increased in other ways to take
care of those ineligible under the rules.
The fundamental difference in the points of view
of the Majority and Minority becomes more understandable when
the proposals for reform of the present system of insurance
benefits, transitional payments and Poor Relief are considered,
|
It is significant that the Minority designate their suggest ioniii
as ^Proposals for an Unemployment Benefit Scheme.” The phil-
osophy behind this scheme can be made evident by two quota-
tions. "There cannot be any doubt that a social system such
as our own, which places the workers' means of livelihood at
the mercy of forces beyong his power to promote or check, is
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under an obligation to give him some guarantee or security
against loss due to lack of work.'*^^ With respect to the
proper measures to be taken to provide the desired security
for workers, the Minority express themselves in no uncertain
terms.
Speaking of the Trades Union Congress General
Council concerning the unemployment scheme, the Minority say,
•'we agree with them in believing that the Insurance principle
has broken down; that unemployment should be a national res-
ponsibility; that the scope of the scheme should be widely
extended; and that benefits should be payable as long as un-
( 2 )
avoidable unemployment lasts."'
In brief, the Minority Report favors a system of
social maintenance for the able-bodied unemployed, financed
by general taxation - a proposal which the Majority contend
would be workable only in a system of State Socialism.
For the present purposes it is not necessary to
analyze the implications of the Minority proposal, but Ameri-
can students of unemployment insurance are vitally interested
in the contention that the e^erience of the I9II, and espec-
ially the 1920 schemes, shows that unemployment is not an in-
surable risk. On this crucial question, the Majority of the
Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance sharply disagree
(1)
. Minority Final Report, p. 402.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 403.

with the Minority, pointing out that the modifications made
in the I920 scheme amounted to a fundamental change in prin-
ciples. In their opinion, "the experience of the past ten
years does not justify the assumption that the principles of
insurance cannot be successfully applied to the ordinary ex-
perience of unemployment The fluctuations in unemploy-
ment and the difficulties of measuring the risk involved,
they admit, limit the usefulness of insurance in this field,
"but there is no reason why, especially with the assistance
of the State, employers and workers should not insure against
(2)
at least part of the risk of unemployment."
The extent to which unemployment is an insurable
risk in Great Britain is indicated to some extent by the facts
on unemployment presented in the Final Report of the Royal
Commission. In the eleven years, 1920-1931> unen^loyment in
the insured trades varied between S.6 percent and 22.4 per-
cent, and averaged I3.04 percent. Most of the unemployment
in this period was, however, of the temporary type and the
n\imber continuously unemployed accounted for only one tenth of
all unemployment. It also appears that the risk of unemploy-
ment in this period was widespread, since 60 percent of all
(1)
. Majority Final Report, p. 115*
(2)
. Ibid. p. 116.
(3)
* As has already been pointed out, the rate of unemployment
was considerable more than estimated.
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the insured population experienced some unemployment. But, al-
though the risk was widespread, the incidence was unequally
distributed with a relatively small proportion of the insured
experiencing long periods of unemployment. Yet in a period of
severe business depression, the length of the period of \inem-
ployment tends to increase for most insured workers who lose
their jobs, and the data shows that the duration of unemploy-
ment increases as successive claims axe made.^^^ Regarding
the causes of unemployment, the Report concluded: “at most, the
element of personal disability, including lack of industrial
experience, will account for only a quarter of the present un-
employment. The industrial causes of concentration of unem-
«
(
2 )ployment are far more important.”' '
On the basis of these and other facts, the Majori-
ty of the Royal Commission concluded that any unemployment in-
surance scheme patterned after the principles of the I9II Act
is an appropriate device for alleviating the unemployment of th|^
great majority of workers. As for the problem of chronic and
(1)
. See Majority Final Report of the Royal Commission, p. 7^*
In the seven year period from 1923-1930> of seven of
the claimants to benefit were unemployed for less than one fif-
th of the time, but on February 2, 193 only one out of every
four had experienced lees than twelve weeks of unemployment in
the preceding twelve months.
(2)
. Ibid. p. gl.
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persistent unemployment, which has assumed rather unusual im-
portance in the post-war period, the Majority frankly admitted
that an unemployment insurance scheme calling for a limited
number of benefits, and a certain ratio of contributions to
benefits, cannot take care of such employment. This type of
unemployment, they agree, “is a problem of relief, coupled
with such measures of assisted transfer and training as can be
devised to restore to the victims of it, an opportunity of re--
absorption in employment
^
4. The Problem of Administration Connected With
Unemployment Insurance .
Another set of problems always arises when the in-
surability of unemployment is considered. Some of these are:-
How shall we define unemployment for purposes of benefit pay-
ments? Can benefits be administered free from abuse? How can
the willingness and ability to work of applicants claiming
benefit be tested? What tests shall be used to determine who
shall and who shall not receive benefits? How can we exclude
those continuously or chronically unemployed and protect the
regular worker? Can a state scheme be so administered as to
maintain the solvency of the unemployment fund? British ex-
perience does not afford conclusive answers to these questions:
and a host of others, if indeed there can be any conclusive
answer to some of them, but it does indicate what can be accom-
plished by one type of approach.
(1). Majority Report, p. 105.
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As has been pointed out above, the British in I9II,
considered unemployment insurance workable only when adminis- |
i
tered in connection with a system of Labor Exchanges establish-
ed prior to the introduction of insurance. ”The employment ex-
change system is fundamental to an understanding of nearly
every technique used by the British government for the purpose
of relieving unemployment ^ The importance of the system
of Labor Exchanges, through which the insurance scheme was,
and still is, administered, cannot be overemphasized. These
exchanges have demonstrated that they reduce the actual amount
of unemployment by decreasing periods of waiting between jobs
and by filling marginal vacancies. That they have placed some
/ 2 ^16,000,000 workers in en^jloyment can be seen by Table V.' '
TABLE V.
Vacancies filled by the Employment Exchange System. 1921-1933*
Year Men Women Bovs Girls Total
1921 515* 217 50 61 843
1922 411 190 51 64 716
1923 555 212 75 917
1924 679 276 112 96 1,165
1925 730 338 127 111 1,306
1926 629 306 115 106 1,156
1927 662 325 l4l 125 1,273
1926 729 340 150 1.352
1929
1930
932
1,053
3 S3
401
169
163
149
147
1931 1.217 155 151 1,952
1932 1,066 449 15s 161 1,856
1933 1.276
,
526 194 164 2.160
TOTAL 10.494 4.#r l.'^bO 1.^ lOTl
Figures in thousands.
(1). Hill and Lubin. The British Attack on Unemployment Ins.
P. 39
(2). Ibid, p. 50
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It can be seen that during this period placements
grew rapidly and in 1933 when 2,180,000 vacancies were filled,
the unemployment rate was 19-9 percent. This figure is con-
siderably more than twice the number filled in 1921 when the
unemployment rate was I7 .O percent. The Exchanges increase
labor efficiency by careful selection of applicants for vacan-
cies and offering employers a wider choice of labor, and they
encour8,ge the mobility of labor by affording a national labor
market. The increase in the annual number of placements,
it is widely believed, is due to the fact that ’’more and more
employers each year are realizing that it is worth their while
to use the exchanges for all types of labor and that they C8.n
( 2 )
rely upon their needs being met promptly and adequately.”
The exchanges have furnished workers with information concern-
ing wages, hours and conditions of work, they have assisted
and guided juveniles into industry, they have selected the
best fitted for relief-works, for training, transference and
migration, and they have gathered valuable statistical data
relative not only to labor alone, but to economic conditions
in general. In addition, the Exchanges have, in conjunc-
tion with the insurance scheme, provided the British with in-
(1)
. Majority Report, p. 299*
(2)
. Ministry of Labor Gazette, February, 19^2 . p. 47 .
(3)
* Summarized from Hill and Lubin. Op. cit. p. 233”235‘
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formation concerning unemployment. They have been criticized
in the post-war period for devoting more attention to the pay-
ment of insurance benefits than the placement of labor, but
this development was largely the result of the widened scope
of unemployment insurance and the great increase in unemploy-
ment. “The bulk of the personnel, and most of the energy, en-
thusiasm, and inventiveness of officials have been almost
wholly diverted from placement to the more pressing problem
of witnessing hundreds of millions of signatures and carefully
paying out innumerable small sums of money. As a result, sec-
ond place has been accorded to efficient placement, the main
technical job of an unemployment exchange system. Within
]
recent years, however, the Exchanges show a. pronoiinced in-
(2 ) j
crease in placements.
The Employment Exchange system, as explained above,
was established by the National Government in 1909* Employers
were invited to notify the Exchange of vacancies, with infor-
mation about the type of labor required, and workers were in-
vited to register with their local Exchange when unemployed.
With the coming of unemployment insurance, the insured workers,
as a condition of benefit, were required to register at an Ex-
change when unemployed and to make required periodic reports
there until re-employed. The notification of vacancies by era-
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
!
1
(1)
. Hill, Arthur C. and Lubin, Isador. p. 237*
(2)
. See Table V, page 6&. Also See Beveridge, W. H.
,
Unem-
ployment; A Problem of Industry, p. 307
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ployers, however, has continued on a voluntary basis. Con-
sequently, at the present time only 22.2 percent of the wholly '
I
unemployed insured workers who subsequently find employment
are placed in their jobs by the Exchanges. To use the words
of one authority, "Notwithstanding excellence in many respects,!
the employment exchange system has neither attained the ideals i
j
of its designers nor fully utilized its own capacities. It
\ j
' has never been the principal influence in the labor market.
i
j
It has competed successfully with other placement bureaus for '
but one job in four. Labor continues to drift from factory
gate to factory gate. Thousands of employers still maintain
(2)their private labor reserves." Lack of co-operation by em-
ployers is the primary reason for imperfections existing in
the placement service. In spite of the fact that many eraploy-
(l). In 1909, the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws said:
"that there should be no compulsion to make employers use
these exchanges." The Trades Union Congress General Council,
Mrs. Sidney Webb, and Sir William Beveridge, in 1932, however,
saw no objection in principle to compelling all employers to
register their vacancies at Exchanges, but the Majority of the
Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance were "satisfied
that for the present, at any rate, such compulsion could not
be carried out." See Final Report, p. 3OO-302.
I
(2). Hill and Lubin, The British Attack on Unemployment Ins-
surance. p. 234.
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ers use the Exchange service extensively, and that at one
time 1,800 employers agreed to use it exclusively, the majori-
ty of employers do not regard it as the chief source of their
labor supply. The Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance
say that even after twenty-five years of service, some em-
ployers are still ignorant of exchange facilities. Concomi-
tant with this imperfection, is the fact that many unemployed
workers do not make use of the exchange system. Many, follow-
ing the old customs of their trade, report to their trade
union headquarters when unemployed. Others depend on private
employment agencies or classified advertisements, while still
others prefer to “go the rounds” from one plant en^^loyment
office to another.
Evidence does seem to point to the fact, in
spite of the Majority opinion, that placement work could have
been much more effective if employers were required to notify
the employment exchanges when vacancies existed. This pro-
cedure would not have provided any more jobs as a whole, but
it would have placed complete information on demand and supply
for labor at the disposal of the exchanges. This procedure
would take away the foreman’s prerogative of hiring and fir-
ing, but would provide a more efficient method of filling va-
cancies by a careful selection of applicants and by offering
employers a wider choice of la.bor.
Furthermore, the policy of the Exchange, in the
opinion of Sir William Beveridge and others, with respect to
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the submission of applicants for vacancies notified by em-
ployers, has tended to limit their usefulness as administra-
tors of insurance benefits. Their policy has been to send
employers those workmen best qualified for the vacancies ra-
ther than those who have been longest out of work and to
supply the employers* needs for workmen from only the unem-
ployed in the locality where the vacancy occurs. But to
a limited extent, in the post-war period, the Exchanges have
given the first chance at openings to workers in the more
(2)particularly depressed areas.
As far as the actual work of administration is
concerned, it seems to be generally agreed that the staff of
the Exchange has done its work exceedingly well in view of
the magnitude of the problems confronted in the post-war pe-
riod. The Majority of the Royal Commission on Unemployment
Insurance expresses themselves as follows on this matter. ’’In
the course of our inquiries, we have visited many Employment
Exchanges in various parts of the country We desire to
place on record that we have been greatly impressed by the
zeal and efficiency with which the officers of the Ministry
of Labour perform the various duties falling to them in the
course of the administration of the Unemployment Insurance and
Labour Exchanges Acts And the work incidental to the ad-
(1)
. Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry.
p. 307.
(2)
. Ibid, p. 310
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ministration of the Acts has proceded week by week with regu-
larity, promptitude and exactness, and throughout there has
been no breakdown of the machinery of administration.
^
But to acknowledge the superior efficiency of the
administration staff is not to conclude that all of the prob-
lems of administering unemployment insurance have been solved.
The experience of the Employment Exchanges as a means of test-
ing the willingness and ability to work of applicants for in-
surance have been examined above and certain limitations were
noted. In spite of the handicaps of the Exchange in this res-
pect, the Majority of the Royal Commission on Unemployment In-
surance concluded that the proportion of malingerers is rela-
tively small, and their conclusions conform with the opinions
held by other students of British unemployment insurance and
(2)
various committees.'
Other problems of administration arise out of the
definition of unemployment and the conditions for benefit in-
corporated in the unemployment insurance Acts. The definition
of unemployment incorporated in an unemployment insurance
scheme, will, of course, depend to a considerable extent on
the concept of unemployment insurance on which the scheme is
built. The meaning of the term is evidenced by the conditions
which are required to be satisfied before the worker is elig-
ible for benefits, and by the grounds for disqualification.
(1)
. Majority Final Report, p.
(2)
. Ibid, p. 302
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By the creation of adequate machinery and by coupling the in-
surance scheme with a comprehensive system of employment ex-
changes/^^ unemployment has, for practical purposes, been
defined and fraud and evasion have been largely eliminated.
The whole of the procedure is so devised that if there is any
doubt about the claimant satisfying the conditons for the re-
ceipt of benefit, especially any doubt as to whether he is
really unemployed, it should be revealed automatically. For
example, the fact that he has lodged his unemployment book in-
sures that he cannot at the same time go to an employer and
present his book for stamping. The dispatch of the form of
inquiry to the claimant's former employers insures that he will,
not obtain benefit without further inquiry if the information
supplied by the employer suggests that he is not entitled to
it, that is, if it appears that he was dismissed for misconduct,
or left voluntarily without just cause. These checks are more !
or less routine, but in addition, certain of the exchange offi-
cials spent most of their time in making specific investiga-
tions of 'doubtful' claims to benefit. The grounds for disal-
lowing benefits, however, are couched in general terms and usu-
ally require inteipretation where applied to individual cases.
In the British system, the Umpire, appointed by the Crown, is
the final authority on the interpretation of the unemployment
(1). Proof of unemployment is, of course, of the first impor-
tance. Claimants for benefit prove their involuntary idleness
by personal daily attendance at a local exchange.
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inBurance laws, insofar as they deal with claims for benefit,
and a considerable amount of precedent has been built upon the
basis of his decisions. Experience has also shown that the
general rules of the insurance scheme are not entirely satis-
factory in their application to certain classes of workers.
(1). Insurance officers decide eligibility for benefit in the
j
I
great majority of cases. They handle clearly routine matters,
I
and where doubt arises, they must refer the claim to a court i
of referees for decision. Courts of referees are judicial
bodies, but decidely informal, keeping free from entangling
legal procedure, the result being that they work both rapidly
and efficiently. Appeals to the Umpire may be made by an in-
surance officer or by the individual concerned when given per-
mission by a court of referees, or in cases where the decision
was not unanimous. The increase in the number of appeals* has
made necessary the appointment of deputy umpires to handle theml
Cases Considered by the Umpire - 1921-1932*
Year Number Year Number
1921 2. 9*^9 1927 4,346
1922 ^299 1928 5.322
1923 4,239 1929 9,709
1924 3.360 1930 16,000
1925 4,683 1931 23,274
1926 6,923 1932 24,550
See Hill and Lubin. The British Attack on Unemployment Insur-
ance. p. 160-165.

These abuses or anomalies are most common in the case of inter--
mittent, casual, short time, seasonal workers, and married
women, and arise in part, at least, from the operation of the
continuity rule, which reads as follows:
'*Any three days of unemployment, whether con-
secutive or not, within a period of six consecutive
days shall be treated as a continuous period of unem-
ployment, and any two such continuous periods, sepa-
rated by a period of not more than ten weeks, shall
be treated as one continuous period of unemployment,
and the expression ’continuously imemployed' shall be
construed accordingly.
It was found that these classes of workers were in a position
to make unreasonable claims on the Fund,'^' and in its first
Report, the Majority of the Commission on Unemployment Insur-
ance made certain recommendations, later incorporated in the
regulations made by the Minister of Labor in October, 1931»
for dealing with these anomalies. The coverage of such bad
risks, as mentioned above, led one prominent author to say that
"While the risks of unemployment cannot always be accurately
defined, the British have in the past paid unemployment insur-
ance benefits to persons who logically should not have been
(1)
. Monograph X. p. 46.
(2)
. A number of cases illustrating these anomalies are given
in Appendix II.
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considered as unen^jloyed, ” and this is one of the chief
causes of the financial difficulties of the Fund.
j
So far as protecting the regular worker against
j
unreasonable claims that might be made on the Fund by the ir-
i
I
regular worker is concerned, the device adopted in drawing up
I
j
the 1911 scheme still seemed the most satisfactory to the Ma-
I
i
jority of the Royal Commission in 1932 * This device, it will
be remembered, consisted of a rule limiting the number of weeks
of benefit which could be drawn in a year. Another condition
I
stipulated that there must be a certain ratio of contributions
I
to benefits. With these two weapons it was thought that the
scheme would automatically exclude the loafer, and it apparent-
ly did, so long as these rules were maintained.
The difficulty of maintaining intact the principles
of a State unemployment insurance scheme in the face of heavy
unemployment has been shown by British experience since I92O.
Political pressure on Parliament for a relaxation of the rules
of the scheme was too great to be resisted. Furthermore, al-
though Parliament should assume responsibility for the general
principles of the insurance scheme, it may be reasonably agreed
that a legislative body is not usually sufficiently well in-
formed to change the details in an unemployment insurance
scheme, in order to maintain its solvency. For these reasons,
the Majority of the Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance
( 1 ). See Hill and Lubin. Op. cit. p. 2^8-255.

recommended that an impartial body^^^ outside of the immediate
,
influence of politics be appointed for the purpose of "keeping ’
the unemployment insurance scheme constantly under review, and
of suggesting changes in the scheme which will maintain its
(2 )finances upon a sound basis."
( 5)
•
The Scone of a State Scheme of Unemployment
Insurance .
Closely allied with the question of the insurabili-
ty of unemployment is the problem of how to treat the various
industries included in a State scheme of unemployment insur-
ance. The British Act of I9II, which established a State
scheme for only seven selected industries was operated on the
basis of flat rates of benefit and contributions for all seven
industries, but it was expected that these rates would be
changed to conform with the e3q)erience of particular indus-
tries once sufficient data were collected. When the scope of
ij
unemployment insurance was broadened in 1920, however, the
rates of benefit and contribution were the same for all Indus- ‘
tries. (3) Studies made of the amount of unemployment suffered ,
(1)
. As a result of this recommendation the Unemployment Ins-
urance Statutory Committee was created.
(2)
. Final Report, p. l64.
(3)
- For a discussion of flat rates of benefit and contribu-
tion see Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry,
p. 2g3-2S5.

by workers in various industries indicate that there are wide
variations in experience. One estimate of the amount of con-
tributions made on behalf of each industry and the benefits
drawn from the Fund by each, shows that some industries in the
period 1924—1929 contributed three and four times as much as
they drew out, and that other industries drew out three and
four times as much as they paid into the Fund.^^^ Between
these extremes there were all possible gradations of financial
experience. Thus we see that the risk of \memployraent in
different industries is startlingly unequal. A question nat-
urally arises about the correctness of applying the term in-
surance to a scheme in which the contributions of workers and
employers in some industries go to pay mainly for the unem-
ployment suffered by workers in other industries. Some people
prefer to call such a scheme merely a mode of taxation rather
{o\
than unenployment insurance.^ ' They suggest that some means
be devised whereby the contributions to the Fund be adjusted
in a more equitable fashion to the unemployment experience of
the insured industry.
It was suggested to the Royal Commission on Unem-
ployment Insurance that differentiations between the good and
the bad risks be made for different industries, either by fix-
(1)
. Beveridge, W. H. Unemployment; A Problem of Industry.
See chart, p. 2S5 .
(2)
. Ibid. p. 287.
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(S)
ing different rates of contributions for different industries,
or by excluding those with an unusual amount of unemployment,
and permitting those with a low risk to contract out of the
general scheme. The majority of the Royal Commission consider-
'
I
ed the proposal for differentiating contributions impractical
mainly because of administrative difficulties, and also be-
cause of the consideration that "the lowest paid occupations
!
are often subject to a high rate of unemployment, and it would
be impossible for wage earners in those occupations to pay a I
I
rate of contribution which is at all commensurate with their
( 2 )
risk of unemployment."' * Likewise, the Majority did not favoi
restoring the provisions making it possible for separate in-
dustries to contract out of the general scheme because this
would merely be another way of differentiating between indus-
tries which they considered impractical because of the diffi-
culties of demarcation and classif ication.
^
Furthermore, the
Majority of the Commission points out that the risk of unem-
ployment is so uncertain that a special scheme financed by an
industry itself may find it difficult in a prolonged depression
to maintain its independence while paying benefits equal to
those granted by a general scheme supported partly by a State
(1)
. Final Report. Op. cit. p. 175-176.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 175 .
( 3
)
. Ibid. p. 176 .
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subsidy. On the other hand, it was recognized that unemploy-
ment insurance cannot be fairly or practically applied to all
industries.
I
On the matter of differentiation in accordance
with income, Hill and Lubin,^^^ advocate graduating contribu-
i
1
tions and benefits in relation to the normal income of the
participant, rather than the flat rate system, based on age
and sex. This basis of contributions would not have the dis-
advantages existing under the present system of equal contri-
butions by all workers irrespective of their earnings. On the
other hand it would have the advantage of eliminating the pro-
portionally heavier burden on those with low incomes. It would
also eliminate the benefit discrimination between the sexes
and make allowances for wage differences throughout the British
Isles. The authors realize, however, that such a policy would
necessitate a considerable readjustment on the part of adminis-
trative officials. It would also be difficult to estimate how
the workers should break up into the various wage groups. On
the question of wage classifications, the Royal Commission de-
clared that "while we think that the principle of differential
rates is right, we do not regard the present time as opportune
for such a radical change in the insurance scheme as would be
( 2 )involved by its adoption.”
I
i
i
I
g2.
(1)
. Hill and Lubin. The British Attack on Unemployment Ins-
urance. p. 245-256.
(2)
. Royal Commission Final Report, p. 217*
Ki
The Majority of the Royal Commission found it ex-
tremely difficult to define precisely the classes of unemploy-
ment which should be covered by unemployment insurance. They
were agreed that ”the scope of compulsory insurance should be
restricted to those classes of iinemployment in which the nor-
mal method of meeting fluctuations in demand is by the set-
ting off of workers. In general they concluded that “in- i
i
surable employment will cover productive industry and its aux- i
iliary services, manufacturing in all its forms, building,
|
i
transport, and public works contracting. Uninsured occupa-
tions will be those concerned in what might be called the gen-
eral administrative services,- government, police and educa-
tion. Such a broad statement, however, leaves \insolved
many ’’marginal problems,” as the Majority of the Royal Commis-
sion pointed out. It is sufficient for present purposes to
note that even the advocates of a state scheme of unemployment
insurance with a single unemployment fund do not advocate \ini-
versal application of such a scheme,, and they also recognize
that there might be difficulties in drawing a line between
those employments which should be included and those which
should be excluded from the general scheme.
While the British unemployment insurance scheme
has included many ”bad risks”, a large number of "good risks"
(1)
. Majority Final Report. Op. cit. p. ISl.
(2)
. Ibid. p. ISI.

have excaped the payment of premiums. Among the good risks ex-
cluded are the 1,350,000 domestic workers, the 700,000 agri-
|
cultural workers, the 500,000 persons in national govern-
ment work, and in railway and other public utility service,
the l40,000 employees of the banking and insurance industries,
and a host of minor groups such as civil servants and school
( 2 )teachers.' * Perhaps the reason for the exclusion of these
classes can be found in the fact that the I920 Act was to a
large extent a series of compromises. Fear of opposition from
specific organized groups with low unemployment has been
offered as the reason, which resulted in their exclusion as a
matter of expediency. In a scheme which exists to spread
risks, the exclusion of any specific good risk must be regard-
ed as extremely unfair to other classes of wage earners who,
I
I
(1)
. Under the present scheme, domestic workers and agricul-
tural workers could scarcely be admitted, for in most cases
the unemployment benefits to which they would be entitled woulcl
be equal to or in excess of their nominal wage, thus making
idleness preferable to work. Hill and Lubin. The British
Attack on Unemployment Insurance, p. 245.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 244-24S. The Blanesburgh Committee, the Comrait-i
tee on National Expenditure, and the Minority of the Royal Com-
mission call attention to the fact that many good risks are ex-
cluded from the insurance scheme. For a complete discussion
see Appendix I.

in spite of equally low risks of unemployment, are required to
pay weekly premiums to the fund.^^^
Insurance by industry was designed primarily to
make each industry more conscious of its unemployment and to
stimulate measures designed to regularize employment. At the
time ” contracting out" of the general scheme was instituted,
it was the opinion of the Minister of Labor that insurance
could be more satisfactorily provided in that way. In 1921,
Parliament suspended the privilege of "contracting out" by de-
priving the Minister of Labor hie power to sanction special
schemes. The purpose of this suspension was purely fiscal,
ii
and Parliament believed it could protect the finances of the
insurance fund by stopping the withdrawal of industries which '
I
they believed were profitable to the fund. However, the Min-
,,
ister of Labor said "in all probability very few schemes (if
any) would have been put into effect if the embargo had not
existed," since most industries were soon faced by unemploy-
ment so severe that it was more profitable to allow the claims
of their workers to be paid from the national fund. That the
two industries - banking and insurance - that did contract out,
before that privilege was disallowed, were good risks can best
(1). The railroads argue that since they have guaranteed per-
manent employment, they have no risks of unemployment and
hence no part in the scheme. This is merely a device to shift
the burden of unemployment insurance to other shoulders. See
Hill and Lubin, foot-note 3* P« 245*

g6
be illustrated by contrasting the two private schemes with
the national scheme. First, contributions to the private
schemes are paid solely by the employer, neither the state nor
the employee making any contributions; second, in the in-
surance industry contributions amount to one third, and in the
banking industry, contributions amount to only one tenth of
( 2 )the rates of contribution in the general scheme; third,
along with lower rates of contributions, a sharp contrast with
the general scheme is also found in the higher weekly benefits
paid to the unemployed in the two private industries; fourth,
both private insurance schemes have a remarkable financial
record, in spite of the lower contributions and higher bene-
fits. As contrasted with the general scheme, the insurance
industry had a reserve in 193^ £400,000, while the banking
industry had a reserve in 193^ £135>000.^^^ The success of
(1)
. The state doesnot contribute to the administration of
the private schemes.
(2)
. In the insurance industry contributions are 10 d. for
men and & d. for women. In the banking industry the contribu-
tion is 3 d. for each insured person regardless of sex. Under
the national scheme in 193^ contributions were 3^ d.
(3)
* The debt of the general insurance fund in 193^ w®-® ^6“*^
at £115,000,000.

these two industries is attributed to the very low rate of un-
employment experienced by their employees. They are perhaps
the most stable industries in Great Britain, as is shown by
their unemployment rate. In the insurance industry the rate
has been less than four percent, while in the banking industry
from 1925-1930 the rate of unemployment averaged 0.4 percent,
increasing in 1932 to only 2.5 percent.
(1). Summarized from Hill and Lubin. The British Attack on
Unemployment Insurance, p. 281-290.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to
summarize the outstanding developments in British e:iqperience
with unemployment insurance. The most irnportant problems
connected with the introduction and operation of a successful
system under State control have been analyzed arid the finding
of facts on these matters which British experience has fur-
nished have been presented. It remains to see what conclu-
sions of general significance to American students of unemploy-
ment insurance, can be drawn from Great Britain's experience.
Perhaps the question of paramount importance is
that of the insurability of unemployment. Partial observers
must admit that with respect to this question, Britisri expe-
rience furnishes no decisive proof one way or another. The
1911 limited scheme was not forced to meet the difficulties of
a severe business depression, and the I92O general scheme,
which was launched on the eve of one of the most severe busi-
ness depressions, if not the worst, in British history, never
really had a chance to get started. What does seem to be in-
dicated by the record of unemployment insurance in Great Brit-
ain, is that unemployment is a highly complex and unpredictable
problem about which there is not sufficient information to
permit the establishment of a scheme of State unemployment in-
surance which will operate on a solvent basis indefinitely
without any change in benefits or contributions. How often
f
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Buch changes must be made depends obviously on the amount and
incidence of unemployment, and also on certain problems of
administration. Post-war experience has shown the advocates
of unemployment insurance of the I9II type that Parliament,
although it must be responsible for the general policies a-
dopted, is not equipped to make satisfactory changes in the
details of such a scheme. Consequently, one of the inportant
recommendations of the Ma;jority of the Royal Commission on Un-
employment Insurance was that a Statutory Committee of ex-
perts be appointed to keep the insurance scheme constantly
under review, and to recommend changes necessary to maintain
the solvency and the general principles of the system. Per-
haps an unemployment insurance scheme of the type adopted in
Great Britain in I920 could have been kept on a solvent basis,
with no change in principles, had there been such an advisory
committee created in 1920, but it is most evident that the
solvency of the Unemployment Fund would only have been main-
tained by refusing benefits to many of the unemployed who
could not have satisfied the conditions as set up in the orig-
inal 1920 Act. Here is a dilemma which faces the advocates
of any \inemployment insurance plan.
Of course, it may be answered that any insurance
scheme is bound to fail if an unusual number of claims are
presented before there has been adequate time to build up a
reserve, and that it is no wonder the 1920 scheme did not con-
tinue on what were considered insurance principles by the
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framers. Such a danger is, however, one of the risks which
must be run when a scheme of unemployment insurance is estab-
lished, even though it may be launched under apparently fav-
orable conditions. Furthermore, the adequacy of unemployment
insurance as a means of helping the unemployed tide over pe-
riods of \memployment is bound to be greatly reduced when de-
pressions are prolonged, and when those who become unemployed
lose their knack for working, or find themselves in an unem-
ployable surplus, such as we find today, attached to some
particular industry. Unemployment insurance as conceived by
the authors of the I9II and I920 schemes was a device for aid-
ing the unemployed only during short periods of unemployment.
When unemployment becomes prolonged it is obviously not a
source from which the unemployed can expect aid, and it may
well be that in a deep, prolonged depression it would be im-
possible to maintain the solvency of an insurance scheme, ex-
cept by restricting benefits and raising contributions to what
might be considered unreasonable heights. This gloomy pre-
sentiment was not shared by the Majority of the Royal Commis-
sion on Unemployment Insurance in spite of the disastrous ex-
perience of the British with unemployment insurance in the
decade of the 1920’ s. Their statistics of unemployment led
them to believe that most of the insured workers who became
unemployed soon regained employment, and that those who were
permanently unemployed, or out of work for long periods of
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time, were a relatively small percentage of the total.
As far as the problems of administration are in-
volved in the question of insurability of unemployment, Brit-
ish experience shows that a- scheme can be administered free
from serious abuse. Under , the general scheme, however, prob-
lems of adapting the rules to certain classes of workers has
arisen. Special legislation has been found necessary for
these classes of workers, and it has been shown that some work-
ers ought not to be included in the general scheme, either be-
cause they are subject to great risks of unen^loyment
,
or be-
cause the risk is very small.
To some extent the above discussion of the insur-
ability of unemployment, has of necessity indicated the limi-
tations of the adequacy of unemployment insurance benefits in
reconipensing the workers for loss of employment. The insur-
ance schemes of 1911 and I92O were designed to provide no more
than enough benefit to help the unemployed tide over short pe-
riods of unemployment, with the aid of his other resources.
Workers unemployed for long periods of time or who were not in
regular employment were not intended to be covered, and it was
assumed that these workers would need more than mere mainte-
nance. It was assumed that workers not covered by the insur-
ance scheme, or who lost their right to benefit, would and
( 1 ). From 1922-1929 the average number of these workers was
about 100,000.
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could, if necessary, fall back on Poor Relief, financed by lo-
cal taxation. Post-war developments have shown the British
that this was not a tenable assumption. Under the pressure of
unusually heavy unemployment, which was considered merely tem-
porary by successive Parliaments, and the necessity of provid-
ing a large part of the relief of the unemployed from the Na-
tional Treasury, the insurance scheme was gradually turned ovei
into what the framers of the I9II scheme consider a system of
relief. As such, however, the so-called insurance scheme in I
force from I921-193I undoubtedly was of great service in pre- ’
venting dire necessity among the unemployed. This experience
!
convinced the Majority of the Royal Commission that “the scope
and provisions of the insurance scheme must be determined to a
|
very large extent by the arrangements for relief of the unem-
ployed that exist outside the scheme. The Commission,
therefore, recommended the establishment of a system of relief
for the able-bodied unemployed based on need, and financed
mainly by the National Government, leaving Poor Relief to take
care of the remainder of the iinemployed who fall outside of un-
employment insurance.
As has been pointed out above, the distinction bet-
ween unemployment relief and insurance made by the Royal Com-
mission rests f\indamentally on two points. First, the benefits
(1). Final Report of the Royal Commission on Unemployment In-
surance. p. 117-11 8.

paid under insurance are a certain fixed sura which is paid with
out any test of the applicant’s needs, but as a matter of
right. Second, the amount of benefit paid to an individual is
made to depend on his own contributions in an insurance scheme,
the ratio between contributions to benefits being six to one.
The total cost of operating such a scheme, however, was divid-
ed in the I9II and I920 Acts among three parties, workers, em-
ployers, and the State, and the Majority of the Royal Commis-
sion on Unemployment Insurance recommended that this arrange-
ment be continued.
One of the fxindamental assumptions underlying the
Unemployment Insurance Act of 1911> 19^0, and 193^> that,
"by far the greater part of the direct responsibility for the
employment of labor rests upon industry itself, and not upon
the State. On the basis of this assumption, the major part
of the cost of the insurance scheme was placed upon industry.
Justification for State contributions was based on two assump-
tions. First, a contribution by the State would warrant the
amount of government control necessary to operate the scheme.
Second, a certain amount of such aid would tend to mitigate the
injustice of imposing the same rates of contributions and bene-
fits on all industries, some of which were subject to a low
risk of unemployment, and others to a high one. In the post-
war period, the national government definitely accepted the
(1). Final Report. Op. cit. p. 157*

major part of the responsibility of caring for the unemployed,
although it did not, at the same time, appreciably enlarge its
!
control over industrial policies. Whatever may be said in
criticism of the unemployment insurance scheme from 1920-1931
>
I
it seems doubtful if the government could, without taking over
the control of industry completely, have done differently than i
it did in supporting the Fund by Treasury loans. The unem- '
ployed had to be provided for and only the National government
could finance the Fund after the reserves built up under the
1911 scheme were depleted. No other method of providing re-
lief would have been efficient. If any unemployment reserve
fund is likely to be depleted during a period of prolonged un-
employment, making it necessary for the government to support
the Fund, or provide relief through some other agency, is
there any good reason why the State should not contribute to-
ward the building of the insurance Fund in prosperous periods?
To what extent a State contribution can be made to
i
alleviate the injustice of imposing a flat rate scheme on all
industries cannot be answered with finality from British expe-
rience. Under a general flat rate scheme, as might be expect- H
ed, some industries would contribute to the Fund a good deal
,
I
more than they would withdraw, while other industries would I
withdraw much more than they paid into the Fund. The Majority
( 1 ). Some say the government was responsible for its industrial
conditon on account of its foreign trade and monetary policies.
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of the Royal Commission believe that the rates of contribution
and rates of benefit cannot be adjusted according to industry.
Sir William Beveridge, author of the I9II scheme, opposes the
Majority opinion in respect to contributions. It is not im-
possible to identify industries whose method of employment of
labor has led to unnecessarily irregular employment and conse-
quent excessive demands upon the employment fund.^^^ Bever-
idge suggests that within the present insurance schemes, the
Minister of Labour should have power to schedule any industry
having excessive unemployment, and lay down conditions regard-
ing either contributions or benefits, which would aim at im-
proving the methods of employment of labor, thus introducing
(2)into the industry greater regularity of employment. .In the
light of this suggestion, and others that have been made, the
Majority concluded: “So long as the scheme itself does not en-
j
courage unsound organization and undesirable methods of work- i
ing, we are of the opinion that the best way of dealing with
|
an industry which fails to take steps to control the number of
its personnel, or make satisfactory arrangements for the en-
gagement and employment of labor, is by means outside unemploy-
ment insurance. ”
^
To American students, the fact that the British
consider unemployment insurance as a means of helping workers
(1)
. Royal Commission Final Report, p. 173“17^- See chart.
(2)
. Beveridge, W.H. Unemployment, A Problem of Indus t ry. p. 4i;
(3)
. Final Report, p. 176.
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tide over short periods of iinemployment
,
rather than a device
for preventing unemployment, by giving employers a financial
incentive to avoid it, is significant. It seems obvious that
the first objective of any social security measure should be
the regularization of employment so that every person, able
and willing to work is afforded the opportunity to earn a de-
cent living. Employment assurance rather than unemployment
insurance should be the primary consideration, and only when
it is impossible of accomplishment, should resort be had to a
compulsory system of benefits payable from tax fiinds. In
other words, the causes of unemployment should be more care-
fully and fully investigated and dealt with, for, if this is
corrected, the effects disappear without treatment.
There can be no doubt, however, that the insur-
ance scheme has had certain indirect effects, some of which
i
I
may have tended to decrease the amount of unemployment, while
|
j
1
I
others may have made the problem more acute in the post-war
period. The payment of benefits undoubtedly increases pur-
chasing power during a period of depression, but the majority
of employers contend that the premiums paid to the unemploy-
ment insurance fund by industry have greatly increased the
cost of production and hence the price of commodities to such
an extent that domestic consumption has of necessity been
materially reduced, and the export trade greatly crippled.
The Majority Report of the Royal Commission sug-
gests that the insurance scheme may be partly responsible for
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the fact that, although unemployment increased in Great Brit-
ain, during the early years of the 1930 ’s, it did not increase
to the extent and to the degree that unemployment in the Unit-
ed States and other countries did.^^^ But the Commission
pointed out that the stabilizing effects of an \inemployment
insurance or relief scheme depend on the causes and duration
of unemployment. Finally, there are the social benefits of
unemployment insurance and its extension which, in the opinion
of the Majority of the Royal Commission, outweigh any economic
objectives.' '
Among the adverse effects of the British system of
\memployment insurance, probably none has received more atten-
tion in America than the alleged effect of the insurance scheme!
on the willingness of workers to accept jobs when they are a-
vailable. The system has been charged with sapping self-reli-
ance and otherwise demoralizing the British worker. It has
also been charged with creating a situation in which idleness
is preferable to en^Jloyment, but these charges are founded on
such complete misinformation that there is but one conclusion,
and that is, that this factor has been relatively unimportant
as a cause of unemployment, or as a charge against the insur-
ance scheme. In this respect, the Majority of the Royal Com-
mission on Unemployment Insurance in their final Report, say
(1)
. See Final Report, p. 103»
(2)
. Ibid. p. 102.
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that the Employment Exchanges provide a check on the refusal
of suitable employment, but tha,t, in their opinion there has
been no general inclination to refuse work in order to draw
benef its.
^
Finally, British experience shows that an unem-
ployment insurance scheme, like any other system of relief,
can be a source of acute financial embarrassment to the gov-
ernment in a period of prolonged depression when it contri-
butes unlimited benefits to the insurance fund. Unemployment
insurance has undoubtedly increased the burden of taxation,
but the Final Report of the Royal Commission contains the
following statement: “The cost of unemployment relief is one,
though by no means the largest
,
of the charges that account
for this high taxation. Like the National Debt charge, the
cost of unemployment relief presses upon industry most heavi-
ly when industry is least able to bear it.“^^^ This is a risk
which apparently must be assumed when a government accepts
responsibility for the relief of the unemployed.
In conclusion, British experience indicates the
necessity for a distinct secondary relief system supplementary
to unemployment insurance, a necessity which the Final Report
of the Royal Commission made clearly evident, and it was the
(1)
. Final Report of the Royal Commission on Unemployment In-
surance. p. 101.
(2)
. See Ma;)ority Final Report, p. 102.
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purpose of the Unemployment Insurance Act of 193^ ‘to clarify
the confusion between unemployment insurance and relief. Crit-
icism of the present scheme is, to be sure, as widespread and ^
as vigorous as it ever was. Criticism to-day, however, is
not concerned with general opposition to compulsory national
unemployment insurance, but with opposition to particular fea-
tures of the system. Thus, opposition has been shifted, from
opposition to a principle, to scrutiny of specific administra-
tive devices, and with all its possible short comings, the
British now regard unemployment insurance as a permanent fea-
ture of their system of social insurance. It is with regard
to the prevention of unemployment that the British system has
made its smallest contribution, and this is where progress is
most necessary. American students of this problem should put
their emphasis on penalizing unemployment to the extent of
promoting prevention, and the failures experienced in Great
Britain in the past twenty years will be largely eliminated.
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APPENDIX I.
Industries excepted from Compulsory Unemployment Insurance.
In addition to the power of contracting out, the
1920 scheme provided two other avenues hy which classes of
good risks could escape compulsory insurance; namely, specific
exceptions in the statutes, and exception for part of an in-
dustry under certificates, subject to careful scrutiny and re-
view, granted by the Ministry of Labor.
The Blanesburgh Committee and the Minority of the
Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance opposed these ex-
ceptions and agreed that the scheme should be all inclusive.
They called attention to the inter-dependence of all forms of
economic activity, and the fact that none is self-contained or
self-sufficing. This general view is also reinforced by the
practical conclusion that the Fund might hope to gain substan-
tially from the inclusion of the now excepted classes. This
was also the main motive in the minds of the Committee on Na-
tional Expenditure in recommending the extension of the scope
of the scheme. They recognize that the risk of unemployment
is less among teachers, policemen and civil servants than a-
mong ordinary industrial workers, and that they might there-
fore be expected to pay into the Fund contributions well in
excess of their claims. However, they say, "and if it is a-
greed that thereby they are being compelled to insure them-
selves at a rate much higher than that appropriate to their
risk, the same is true of those industries which, during the
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past twelve years, have drawn from the Fund less than they
have paid and of that large number of individual contribu-
tors who have paid for many years and have been exempt from
the necessity of drawing benef it.”
In the light of these arguments for an all inclu-
sive scheme, the Majority of the Royal Commission e^^rese
themselves as follows: ”we have already stated our conclusion
that it is worth while to maintain a genuine . if limited, in-
surance scheme. It follows that the contributions levied in
respect of that scheme should be genuine contributions, recog-
nizable as such, rather than a universal and indiscriminate
(2)
tax. And if the principle is to be maintained, the conclu-
sion is that the scheme should be restricted to, and contribu-
tions levied upon, only those classes of employment which have
unemployment of a degree and of a kind for which unemployment
insurance is an appropriate first line of defense. If the
scheme were extended beyond this limit, the link between con-
tributions and benefits would be broken, and the scheme would
be no longer an insurance scheme, but a scheme of unemployment
(1)
. Majority Final Report, p. 179*
(2)
. The Trades Union Congress General Council were of the
opinion that if an industry is subject to no risk of unemploy-
ment, there can be no advantage to workers being compulsorily
insured, and a contribution exacted from them is less a pre-
mium than a tax.
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H (1)payments financed by special taxation."
Certain grades of railway workers have been grant-
ed a certificate of exemption, but the question of their ex-
i
emption, according to the Blanesburgh Commission, should be
|
reconsidered. On this point they say, ”It is possible that if
I
we could properly disregard the fact that these railway men i
I
have been excepted from the operation of the Unemployment In-
surance Acts, we might feel compelled to advise that they
should be included. Such advice would follow from our concep-
tion of the risk of unemployment as being a general risk, so
that it is only permissible to exclude a whole trade if the
[ 2 ]
risk be truly nil. This cannot be said of railway employment."
The Majority of the Royal Commission, in their Final Report,
reached the conclusion that the Unemployment Fund should not
carry only the bad risks of an industry and lose the advantage
of the good, and they advocated "that the industry as a whole
should either be fully insured or fully excepted, and if the
situation so develops that it is necessary to insure more than
30 percent of the personnel in order to cover expenditure, the
certificate of exception should be suspended and all railway
workers be brought into the general scheme.
Workers in agriculture were not included within thei
(1)
. Final Report, p. ISO.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 1^3 .
( 3
)
. Ibid. p. 164.
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Unemployment Insurance Act of I920 largely because the degree
I
of unemployment in agriculture was believed to be so small
|
that their inclusion was not justified. Moreover, not only
was there no demand from agricultural workers for insurance,
but there would have been strong opposition to their inclusion
by both employers and workers. The question of applying
unemployment insurance to agriculture led to the creation of
the Agricultural Wages Board in I920, and they reported that
there was no case for the inclusion of agricultural workers.
The subject was again considered in 1926 by the Inter-Depart-
mental Committee, and two reports were presented. Both reportE
agreed that unemployment insurance should not be applied to
Scotland, since the risk of \ineraployment was less in Scotland
than in England and Wales, and en^loyers and workers in Scot-
land were against any form of insurance being applied to that
country. The majority report considered that unemployment in-
surance should be applied to agricultural workers in England
and Wales, and they recommended the adoption of a special
scheme with lower rates of contribution, but the same rates of
benefit as the general scheme, subject to the proviso that the
weekly amount of benefit should not exceed the weekly wage
( 2 )
earned before the recipient became unemployed. The minori-
ty report of this Inter-Departmental Committee considered that
(1)
. Monograph IX, p. 17.
(2)
. Ibid. p. Ig.
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the industry was still immune from the risk of unemployment
and that no necessity existed or was likely to exist for unem-
ployment insurance in agriculture.
From the evidence submitted to the Royal Commis-
sion on Unemployment Insurance it appears that "there are
strong arguments for the extension of unemployment insurance
to agriculture. It would be in accordance with the general
principles which we have laid down that, if agricultural work-
ers were to be insured, they should contribute to the general
scheme in common with all other industrial workers and should
be entitled, when unemployed, to similar benefits. But it
appears to be agreed by all that this is impossible in view
of the low average level of wages. On the one hand, the com-
paratively high contribution which the finances of the general
scheme demand would be unduly burdensome to the worker and to
the farmer; on the other hand, the rate of benefit would, in
many cases, approach too closely to rates of wages. According-
ly, the question to be considered is whether or not a special
scheme of insurance for agriculture is, in the present circum-
stances of the industry, justified and practicable. " ^ The
Majority did not recommend the inclusion of agriculture in the
State Scheme, calling attention to certain difficulties which
affect agriculture in an exceptional degree. The first diffi-
culty is that of estimating the average risk of unemployment
(l). Final Report, p. 197*
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in the industry on which to base the finances of a special
scheme. The material available for the purpose is far from
satisfactory. The uncertainty about the rate of unemployment
must necessarily affect the consideration of the scheme as a
whole, from the very beginning. In this connection the Royal
Commission said in its Final Report: “It would probably be
necessary to exclude from insurance a substantial section of
the industry consisting of those workers whose employment is
casual or seasonal and those who are employed as members of a
family working together on a holding. We have pointed out thal:
a large proportion of the workers engaged in agriculture are
employed on a seasonal or casual basis; their demands upon the
Fund would be insupportable.
"
Another difficulty is that of administration. A
j
new organization, including additional employment exchanges,
would have to be devised to cope with the work involved in
dealing with agricultural unemployment under an insurance
(2)
scheme. ' '
Domestic service is also excepted from Unemploymeni;
Insurance, "except where the employed person is employed in
any trade or business carried on for the purposes of gain."
(l). Royal Commission on Unemployment Insurance, Final Re-
port. p. 19s.
(2). See Monograph IX for a detailed discussion of AgricultunJl
Workers, p. l6-22.
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This exception was adopted as a compromise between those who
thought that all domestic servants should be brought within
the scope of the Act and those who were in favor of the total
exclusion of domestic servants.
As in the case of agricultural workers, several
difficulties would arise if domestic servants were to be in-
cluded in the scheme. In the first place, it is essential ,
that the class of work, which it proposed to include, be very
carefully defined. In this connection, for example, many wo-
men 'living at home' and performing domestic tasks might be
able to secure the qualifying number of contributions, and
thus add to the total claiming benefit. The fact that there:
are no data available for estimating the unemployment experi-
ence that might be expected in the case of private domestic
service is another difficulty. Still another difficulty will
be that of administration. Not only will it be difficult to
secure the payment of contributions, since inspectors do not
have the right of entry into private establishments, but it
will also be difficult to ensure that the workers are \inavoid-
ably unemployed. The Royal Commission on Unemployment Insur-
ance has considered very carefully whether or not private do-
mestic servants should be included and their Final Report says,
"The principal difficulty would be that of guaranteeing that
(1)
. Monograph IX. p. 22.
(2)
. Ibid. p. 24.
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applicants for benefit were, in fact, unemployed, and were not
occupied in their ordinary occupations while claiming benefit, i
...Further, in the absence of evidence of a general desire on
j
the part of ordinary private domestic servants to be covered by
a scheme of unenployment insurance, we should anticipate apathy
and even hostility both on the part of servants and their em-
ployers towards such a scheme; and having regard to the domes-
tic relations between servants and employers, and to the fact
that employment is for the most part in private houses, there
would be considerable difficulty in securing compliance with
the requirement to pay contributions. Thus, to extend the
general insurance scheme to the whole field of ordinary private
domestic service would be to apply the scheme to conditions for
which it is not devised and is not appropriate, Therefore, the
Majority of the Royal Commission do not recommend such exten-
sion. ” (
Employment in His Majesty's Forces, including naval
military and air services, is also exempt employment. The Ma-
jority of the Royal Commission recommended continuance of such
exemption because in the first place the functions of the de-
fense forces bear no relation to those other avenues of employ-
ment and conditions of service in them are not comparable with
those in industrial life. Secondly, a large proportion of the
defense forces is serving abroad and employment abroad should
not be brought within the normal ambit of the insurance scheme.
(1). Final Report, p. 202-203.
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“Sailors, soldiers and airmen are subject to no risk of unem-
ployment during their service with the government and the
present arrangements provide, on their return to civil life,
for them to qualify for unemployment benefits as insured civil
ians. « ( l)
( 1 ). See Final Report, p. 205.
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APPENDIX II
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES OF CLAIMANTS RECEIVING BENEFIT.
<4
(a). Short-Time Workers.
(1)
. Where short-time working is so arranged that the workers
may claim for the remaining days under the three-in-six rule.
Midlands
.
A branch manager reports that the employees of
the local collieries had worked practically without a break
during the past 3'2' years’ depression in the coal-mining indus-
try, but in June last the working time was reduced to 4 days
a week. Subsequently, this short-time working was so arranged
as to enable the men to qualify for unemployment benefit, and
at the present time the method is to work 5 days one week and
3 days the next, thereby insuring 4 days' benefit every two
weeks. This arrangement was made as a result of representa- '
tions by the workers.
(2)
. Where arrangements are made to preserve continuity under
the 10 weeks' rule and so avoid a further waiting period.
Midlands.
On October l6, 1930> approximately 100 workpeopl<
employed by a colliery resumed signature of the register on th(
60th day of a spell of employment, thereby ensuring continuity
under the second part of the continuity rule. The claimants
concerned last proved unemployment on August 6, and again
signed the register on the l6th, Igth, 20th and 21st of Octo-
ber. This period of unemployment, in addition to maintaining
(1). See Monograph X. p. 70“74.
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continuity under the second part of the rule, will have the
effect of qualifying the workpeople concerned for benefit dur-
ing the forthcoming Christmas holiday.
no.
(b) . Intermittent Workers .
North-Eastern .
Steel workers earning £6 10s. for 4 days' work re-
ceive 2 days' benefit by arrangement of the non-working days,
so that in each fortnight there are 3 days of unemployment in
6 consecutive days.
Hinkley .
Young man, aged 33? worked as dyers' sorter seven
years up to August, 1927* Now erects stalls in market on
Mondays, and sells evening papers as subsidiary employment.
Draws benefit 5 days per week almost continuously.
( c
)
. Seasonal Workers .
Brighton . .
A woman applicant has worked as a bottle washer
during the summer months. She has not performed any winter
work during the last 7 years.
A man who has worked as pointsman on the electric
railway for the last eight summer seasons; he has not applied
for any other work in the intervals. He is a disabled ex-Ser-
vice man in receipt of a pension.
( d . Married Women .
Birkenhead.
Of SSO adult women on the register, 60 percent are
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married women and 72 have not worked since marriage. The
|
married women are usually registered as cleaners, as few firms
>
engage married women, hut opportunities for cleaning work are
|
rare.
|
Barnsley .
Reports show that, out of a total of 329 wholly !
I
unemployed married women, 235 have not worked since marriage.
These women generally leave their work on marriage and there
is no possibility of the absorption of most of them in the
Barnsley area, even if industry, at present depressed, were
normal. Family ties prevent transfer to other districts.
Glasgow (South Side)
Tobacco worker, aged 26, worked 12 years to July,
1929 ; married July 1929* Firm does not employ married women.
Thread worker; aged 2S years; last worked from
August, 1922
,
to July 1929 ; married July 1929* Firm does not
employ married women.
Shorthand-typist; aged 26
;
last employed to Sept-
ember 6, 1929 ; married September 20, 1929* Firm does not em-
ploy married women.
Hamilton .
A woman has not worked since marriage in July, 1930;
previously a barmaid; husband earns 66 s. per week as a locomo-
tive fireman; married women not employed as barmaids in dis-
trict. There are approximately SO cases of a similar nature.
A woman has had two separate spells of three monthsi
I
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